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ABSTRACT

In this study an attempt is made to represent summer

thunderstorm occurrences in the Tucson area using simple proba-

bilistic principles and a digital computer. The purpose of the model

is to forecast many of the characteristics of the summer thunder-

storms (storm duration; time between torms; storm depth; and

daily, monthly, and seasonal totals, etc.).

The synthetic data exhibits many of the characteristics of

the historical sequences. However, the correlation between storm

depth and storm duration Is weaker for the synthetic data than for

its historical counterpart. The model conserves the historical

values of mean rainfall (seasonal, monthly, daily totals).

ix



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES

Problem Statement

Water has been taken for granted for many years; today this

attitude is disappearing in many regions of the world, especially in

the arid ones.

Nowadays water planning is becoming more and more a neces-

sity. The new and more scientific methods start with an understanding

of a watershed system.

This understanding includes use of probability and statistics

as well as various techniques of mathematical programming for ana-

lyzing the probable behavior of proposed or existing systems of engi-

neering works. In such problems where the chronological sequence

of possible occurrences is of paramount importance it has proven

useful to supply needed long sequences of streamflow data through an

analytical synthesis which preserves certain of the fundamental sta-

tistics of the available historical record.

Another broader way of getting at the understanding of a

watershed system is to study the drainage basin In the sense of a

physical system which produces an output stream flow, a change in

the ground water level and an output through evapotranspiration and

1
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pumping in response to input precipitation and migratory groundwater.

In such studies synthetic sequences of precipitation are very useful.

Th purpose of this study is to investigate possible analytical

models for a synthesis of rainfall sequences in an arid-land water-

shed.

The scope of this thesis is to define and analyze statistically

different sequences of random variables. The record at hand extends

for 12 years. The summer rainfall data is extracted from the 12-

year record to give a new series of summer thunderstorms.

The statistical analysis of the above series will give their

statistical characteristics which will be used in fitting probability

distribution to them. Once a "good' fit is found, generations of syn-

thetic sequences will be made by using the Monte Carlo technique.



CHAPTER 2

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ATTERBURY WATERSHED

Location

The Atterbury Watershed is located about ten miles east of

the city of Tucson in southern Arizona, and has an area of about 18

square miles. It is within the drainage area of the upper Santa Cruz

River in the region of Arizona known geologically as the basin and

range province. The topography of the region is typical of central

and southern Arizona, and is characterized by mountains and valleys

which have been formed by block faulting. Subsequent erosion of the

mountains substantially filled the valleys with eroded material, so

that the mountains are nearly buried, and the higher peaks and ranges

stand out as hhislandsU in a "seat of alluvium. This eroded material

has formed the valley slope on which the Atterbury Watershed is lo-

cated (1).

Climate

It is necessary to understand the meteorological conditions to

get an idea about the causes of the rainfall variability in this area.

The climate of Tucson is classified as semi-arid. The ratio

of evaporation to rainfall varies from . 90 to . 97 and the runoff ratio

3
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(ratio of runoff to precipitation) is between .03 and . 10 (2). Tucson,

however, gets more rainfall than other desert regions located at the

same latitude in other parts of the world because of its location be-

tween the Pacific Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico. Also, for that reason,

Tucson and most of eastern Arizona has two distinct rainy seasons:

a winter one and a summer one.

It is the shifting of the migratory low pressure systems and

troughs of low pressure associated with the westerly jet stream that

causes the two rainy seasons (3). The mean position of the jet stream

is on the order of 35 N in winter, or over Arizona. The presence of

these Pacific air masses results in the winter rains. These rains

are normally of low intensity and may be of long duration. They are

the most important source of runoff, and the resulting stream flow is

the largest source of ground water recharge.

As the jet stream migrates northward in the spring, the occa-

sions when daily departures from the mean bring it and its associated

storms southward into Arizona and New Mexico decrease in frequency

and a dry season sets in.

This transition is not accomplished by gradual retreat of the

jet stream but occurs irregularly, one of the last movements of spring

(usually about the end of May) being an abrupt change in position from

south of the Himalaya Mountains to the north of it (4). Apparently,

global readjustment due to this change occurs, bringing the summer
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monsoon to India, the beginning of the summer rains to central Mexico

and other places. These rains do not reach into Arizona until another

global readjustment takes place at the end of June. At this time the

mean positions of subtropical anticyclones move rapidly northward

and then enlarge. The jet stream moves far northward, and the mean

position of the semi-permanent troughs changes. Associated with

these changes the subtropical anticyclone in the Gulf-Caribbean area

shifts northwestward, moving the isentropic moist tongue at its west-

ern end from the west Texas-New Mexico region to the New Mexico-

Arizona region. When this occurs the summer rains of the Arizona

region begin, and continue as long as the patterns prevail. The result-

ing rain is typically of high intensity and short duration. These

storms cause very little runoff in the mountain areas, but are the

cause of destructive 'flash floods" on the valley slopes.

Again in the autumn, the tropical rains associated with the

western end of the subtropical high of the Caribbean retreat as that

"center of action" shifts southeastward and drought returns until the

jet stream and its storms once more cross the area.

Percentage mass curves for the two storm types are presented

in Figure 2. 1. The data for the curves is taken from the rainfall

record on the Atterbury Watershed. The curve for winter rainfall

shows that the rate of rainfall occurrence is steady for more than

one third of the duration with a higher rate near t1 beginning of the
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storm. The figure shows also that this particular summer rainfall

occurs at a varying rate with the maximum rate being near the begin-

ning of the thunderstorm. However, it is to be noted that no great

generalization can be made about winter and summer rainfall from

this figure since it describes only one storm for each season.

Soil

The ability of a drainage basin to absorb the precipitation that

falls on it is of primary importance in determining the resulting

stream flow hydrograph. Infiltration is the process whereby water

enters the surface stratum of the soil, while infiltration capacity is

the maximum rate at which a given soil in a given condition is capable

of absorbing water.

Infiltration capacity is determined by the sizes of interstices

of the surface layer of soil. For this reason, the infiltration capacity

of a basin has often been correlated with standard agricultural soil

type classification.

Woolhiser (1) found that the standard agricultural soil classi-

fication did not adequately describe infiltration characteristics of the

soil in the Atterbury Watershed. He found that soils at different sites

often would be included in the same soil type, even though it was ob-

vious from observations of the surface condition that the infiltration

capacities would not be the same.

7



The soil series found on the basin were Identified as Tubac,

Mohave, Laveen, Pinal and Tucson (5). The textural classification

ranges from sandy loam to clay loam.

Vegetation

The vegetation on most of the Atterbury Watershed is very

sparse and offers very little protection to the soil. Four major plant

groupings exist within the drainage basin: creosote bush, cactus,

palo verde, mesquite.

Instrumentation

Rainfall measurements were initiated in 1955, while runoff

measurements began the following year; both measurements were

made by The Water Resources Research Center of The University of

Arizona.

Rainfall is measured with 32 rain gages on approximately a

one-mile grid. Five of these gages are of the recording type. The

location of the rain gages is shown on the map of the Atterbury Water-

shed in Figure 2.2.

The standard rain gages are supported by steel tee-posts, to

which the gage is clamped with two metal straps.

The recording gages are twelve-inch, singly reversing, weigh-

ing rain gages manufactured by the Instruments Corporation of Balti-

more, Maryland. The gages are equipped with eight-day clocks.

8
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During the summer period the gages are set for a 24-hour drum rota-

tion, and in the winter period the gears are changed to provide 192-

hour rotation. This arrangement makes it possible to make accurate

measurement of the intensity of thunderstorm rainfall when charts are

changed after each storm, yet provides a legible record of winter

rainfall when charts are changed weekly.

The record used in this analysis was given by one of the re-

cording rain gages; (gage R-23, shown on the map).

A raingage network should be designed to answer the following

questions (6):

What is to be measured?

Why is it measured?

How to measure it?

In relation to the Atterbury Experimental Watershed the answers are

the following:

The purpose is to measure both winter rainfall which re-

sults from frontal activity and summer thunderstorms which result

from convectional activity.

There is no raingage network that is satisfactory for all

uses. The purpose in this watershed study is to determine the charac-

teristics of both types of rainfall, with particular stress on the sum-

mer rainfall because of its higher intensity. The distant objective is



to develop information for water harvesting flood control and use of

flood water for artificial recharge.

3. To attain the objectives a raingage network density of one

gage per square mile is used. Convectional thunderstorms have a

greater space variability than rainfall resulting from frontal activity.

Sufficiency of a raingage network is a very relative term. It can be

defined in terms of convenience and experience in the area. It can

also be defined in a statistical sense, that is, a raingage network is

considered sufficient when the variability of the rainfall amounts in

the different raingages is somewhat random (uncorrelated). In the

Atterbury Watershed a network density of one raingage per square

mile was used by The Water Resources Research Center because of

its convenience and also because of the experience that the Center

staff had with the area.

The area is drained by two major intermittent streams known

as Main Wash and Davis-Monthan Wash. Both drain into the main

reservoir, T-1, which initially had a capacity of 400 acre-feet. Con-

struction of an overflow spiliway in 1963 considerably reduced the

capacity to about 65 acre-feet. In addition to the main reservoir,

there are two smaller reservoirs or tanks. T-2 has a capacity of 30

acre-feet up to a recently installed overflow structure while T-3 has

a capacity of 7 acre-feet.

11



follows:

Sub -Watershed

W-1A

W-1B

W-2

W-3

data.

The watershed is thus divided into four sub-watersheds as

Area (sq. mi.)

5.2

7.7

4.5

0.5

Drains to

T-1

T-1

T-2

T-3

Runoff volumes are determined from the three volumetrically

calibrated reservoirs and by the use of a critical depth flume. The

flume is located on Davis-Monthan Wash which drains sub-watershed

W-1A.

Six soil moisture stations were installed in 1964 in sub-water-

shed W-2. Soil moisture content is measured by the neutron scatter-

ing and electrical resistance methods.

In 1966 as part of a water harvesting project, 4 one-acre plots

were installed in W-2 and two 17-acre plots in W-3. These plots are

instrumented with recording raingages, continuous flow measuring

devices (H-flumes) and sediment collectors to determine the effect of

various soil treatments on water and sediment yield.

The following table summarizes 11 years of rainfall and runoff

12



TABLE 2.1

RAINFALL AND RUNOFF DATA FROM THE ATTERBURY

EXPERIMENTAL WATERSHED.

Year Ppt. Sub-watershed Runoff (acre-feet) Runoff

in. W-1 W-2 W-3 Total %ofppt.

13

1956 7.18 210.2 31.0 7.0 248.2 3.63

1957 13.52 243.6 27.7 7.3 278.6 2.15

1958 13.49 286.3 22.4 13.7 322.4 2.50

1959 12.11 334.5 96.0 3.6 434.1 3.75

1960 8.76 183.0 30.7 0.9 214.6 2.57

1961 11.09 298.6 140.5 22.2 461.3 4.36

1962 10.05 137.6 13.7 1.1 152.4 1.59

1963 10.59 62.4 20.3 4.6 87.6 0.86

1964 12.63 194.8 92.8 11.0 298.6 2.58

1965 14.91 255.6 71.5 6.7 333.8 2.34

1966 12.69 136.9 53.7 4.8 177.4 1.46

Average 11.55 213.0 52.9 7.5 274.3 2.52



CHAPTER 3

LITERATURE REVIEW

The concept of sequential generation of hydrologic data is not

new. Some of the techniques that have been used will be summarized

here.

Sampling of Cards

Sampling of cards is the simplest method for generating hy-

drologic data. By this method, the historical data, such as annual

flows, are first written on cards, one for each value. The cards are

then shuffled and a card is drawn at random, and its value is taken

as the first value of the generated data. Another card is drawn at

random. The value is taken as the next value of the generated data.

This procedure is repeated until all the values are drawn.

In following the prescribed procedure, the card being drawn

may or may not be replaced by the same card after drawing. If the

card is not replaced, the pack of cards will be exhausted when the

number of drawings equals the number of cards. Then the cards are

reshuffled and drawn; another, usually different, series of the same

data is created.

14



This is the method used by Sudler (7). Its drawback is that

once a card is drawn the population of the deck is changed and the

probability of drawing of the same rank in any successive trial be-

comes zero. Also, all series of generated data have the same mean,

standard deviation, and range. Accordingly, a better simulation of

the natural hydrologic system would be to replace the card after each

drawing.

In order to provide a realistic distribution of hydrologic data,

the individual cards may be labeled in accordance with a desirable

probability distribution. Thus Barnes (8) used a normal distribution

approximating annual flows of a stream, and Benson (9, 10) fitted an

extreme value distribution of theoretical flows to the historical

records.

By applying the method of sampling cards, it is assumed that

the hydrologic data are purely random and further that the magnitudes

of the generated data will be the same as those of the historical ones.

These assumptions are not realistic, and therefore better methods

are now being used.

The Table of Random Numbers

The procedure of sampling by shuffling cards, or the like, can

be simplified by use of random number tables. Such tables have been

constructed by more efficient methods, for example, by applying

15
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mathematical theories of numbers and by operating a specially de-

signed chance device. All published tables have been subjected to the

standard statistical tests for randomness and are thereby considered

acceptable for general sampling use. Ordinarily, the tables present

random decimal digits uniformly distributed over the real line (0, 1),

i.e. , having a rectangular distribution. It is possible to develop

random-number tables for a rectangular distribution. A direct method

is the use of the probability integral transformation and its inverse.

Consider the cumulative probability density function for any distribu-

tion of variables. It is shown in Appendix A-V that the distribution of

probabilities of this function has a rectangular distribution over the

real line (0, 1). From the ordinary table, random numbers can be

selected to represent the random sample of the cumulative probabili-

ties. Since the variable of the given distribution is uniquely related

to its cumulative probability, by inverse transformation a random

sample of the variable can be obtained.

By means of a table of random numbers, Brittan (11) simulated

stream flows in the Colorado River by selecting from the table 100

random samples of 5, each corresponding to a 5-year runoff sequence.

Since there are many different combinations of five which will yield

the same mean, the samples were chosen subject to the following con-

straints: (1) The annual runoff should have a range between the upper

and lower limits set by the historical record; and (2) the 5-year
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sequences of runoff should be distributed according to the distribution

of the mean and the ratio of the range to the mean of the historical

data. Then 100 samples of 30 inflows (6 samples of 5-year sequence)

were chosen at random from the 100 samples. These simulated flows

exhibit the same statistical characteristics as the historical flows, as

required by the constraints.

The Markov Process

The Russian mathematician, A. A. Markov (1856-1922), intro-

duced the assumption that the outcome of any trial depends only on the

outcome of the directly preceding trial, that is,

P (Ak+i A A A ) = P (A Ak)
3.1

k' k-i'' 1 k+1

where P (Ak+l Ak) means probability of Ak1 given Ak; it is a con-

ditional probability. This assumption led to the formulation of the

classical concept of a stochastic process known as the Markov process

(for continuous time) or Markov chain (for discrete time). In a Mar-

kov chain, the probability at any discrete time that a system is in a

given state depends only on the knowledge of the state of the system

at the immediately preceding time.

For generating annual flows in the Colorado River at Lees

Ferry, Julian (in 12) used a simple first-order autoregressive model:

Xt rx_i +t . 3.2

where



xt annual runoff at year t,

xt_1 = runoff at the preceding year,

r first order serial correlation coefficient for the

runoff, and

= an uncorrelated random component due to either

annual rainfall or a combination of all factors

which make the model inadequate.

Figs 3. 1: Julian's linear model

Figure 3. 1 is a representation of Julian's linear model. He used

equation (3.2) to generate annual runoff from runoff of the preceding

year and the pure random component due to rainfall. However, the

generated series was not considered satisfactory because the length

of the historical record was too short. In equation 3.2 the random

component. t may be regarded as input rainfall or simply the error

term in a linear model of adjacent streamfiows.

The length of the historical record affects the validity of the

synthetic sequence in the following way: The parameters determined

from the historic sequence are sample estimates of their respective

18
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population values and they act as population parameters for the syn-

thetic sequence; thus, if the sample from the historic population is

too short, then the estimates are strongly biased. When the sample

from the historic population is long enough, the bias is reduced but

because in both cases the sample estimates are unlikely to equal their

respective population values, the estimates are operationally biased

(13).

Thomas and Fiering (14) used essentially the same Markov

chain model:

= j+l + B(Q ) + (1r2) t. . . 3.3

where

= discharge during the ith and (i+l)st month, respectively,

counted from the start of the generated sequence;

= mean monthly discharges during the 3th and (j+l)st

month, respectively, within a repetitive annual cycle

of 12 months;

B3 = regression coefficient for estimating flow in the (j+1)st

month from the flow in the jth month;

= standard deviation of flows in the (j+1)st month;

r. = correlation coefficient between the flows in the 3th month

and (j+1)st month;

ti a random and independent variate with zero mean and

unit variance.

19



The model automatically incorporates the seasonal variation

of streamfiow. The entire last term in 3.3 is the random component.

The generated sequences were then used for predicting flood control

benefits in the simulation of a river basin.

Generated sequences of precipitation and streamflow were

also used by the Special White House-Interior Panel in their study of

waterlogging and salinity in West Pakistan (15). The simulated time

series served as inputs to a digital computer model of the ground-

water system of the Indus River Plain. The response of the system

was subjected subsequently to economic and operational analysis.

Synthesis and simulation have been used to assist in the solu-

tion of many problems where traditional analyses failed. According

to the Hydrometeorology Committee of A. S.C. E. , Hydraulics Divi-

sion (16), major advances in hydrometeorology since the middle

1930?s have resulted in greatly increased sizes of computed probable

maximum floods. Natural events corroborate the need for larger es-

timates. Consequently, most older dams have spillways that are in-

adequate by present concepts. This is due to the fact that traditional

methods rely on one historical record and assume that during the life

of a structure the same record will repeat itself; this assumes that no

worse droughts or floods can occur in the future than occurred in the

historical record. Also, the traditional methods have failed to make

20



sound economical studies because only the historical record was em-

ployed in the analyses.

Gabriel and Neumann Approach

Gabriel and Neumann (17) define a Markov chain model in

terms of rainfall occurrences. They assume that the probability of

rainfall on any day depends only on whether the previous day was wet

or dry, i.e. , whether rainfall did or did not occur. Given the event

on the previous day, then, the probability of rainfall is assumed inde-

pendent of events of earlier preceding days. Such a probability model

is referred to as a Markov chain whose parameters are the two con-

ditional probabilities:

P1 = Pr ( wet day I
previous day wet) 3.4

P0 = Pr( wet day previous day dry) 3.5

This model is formulated entirely in terms of occurrence and non-

occurrence of rainfall on any day; no account being taken of amounts

of precipitation or any other meteorological observations. It is not

suggested as a substitute for a physical explanation of rainfall occur-

rences but merely as a statistical description of the observations.

Having determined the Markov chain and estimates of its two

basic probabilities. Gabriel and Neumann derived various properties

of rainfall occurrence patterns.

21



Their simple model gives an adequate representation of actual

rainfall at Tel-Aviv, Israel. But the basic problem with the simple

Markov model is usually that more very short, fewer intermediate,

and more very long sequences of rainy days are obtained than would

be expected if the model were a valid one. This is illustrated in

Figure 3. 2. It should be emphasized that the Gabriel-Neumann model

does not predict rainfall amounts shown in this figure.
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Fig. 3.2 Comparison of Historic and Synthetic sequences
for Gabriel and Neumann!s Model.

historic data - synthetic data

Pattison Model
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Apparently the first person to attempt to predict a continuous

series of rainfall for time periods less than a day was Pattison (18).

He found that rainfall amounts observed during different hours

are not independent events. This observation is illustrated with esti-

22



mates of certain conditional probabilities derived from rainfall ob-

served at Boulder Creek, California:

Pr (H 0.00 H1 0.00) 0.962t4 1

and

Pr (H 0.01 Htz 0.00) 0.017 3.7

where H, ht+
1

rainfall amount in inches during hour t, and t+l,

respectively; also,

Pr (Hti 0.001 Ht = 0.01) 0.397 3.8

and

Pr (Ht+i 0.01 Ht 0.01) 0.261 3.9

The general characteristics of a series of hourly rainfall observations

are similar to those of a Markov chain, which can be described as

follows. The probability that governs the future development of the

process in the next time interval at some point when it is in a given

state depends only on that state and not on the prior evolution of the

process. Such a process is called a first-order Markov chain. If,

however, the probability depends not only on the current state but also

on the immediately preceding state, it is called a second-order chain.

Nth-order chains are similarly defined. A stochastic process ( X,

t = 1, 2 . . .) is said to be an Nth-order Markov chain if:

3.6
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Pr (X = xtF Xti = xtij . . . , X1 = x)

Pr (Xt Xt I = Xtl, XtN = XtN)

3.10

for all x 1' X 2' , x and t N+1, N+2, . . , and if the Xt assume

discrete values. For the special case of a first order Markov chain,

(i.e. , N = 1)

Pr (Ht = x H11 = x11, . . ., = x1)

= Pr (H1 = x Hi = xt_i) 3.11

Many historical rainfall data indicate that the observations of

hourly rainfall could be modeled as a first-order Markov chain. How-

ever, the procedure is inadequate for modeling periods of transition

between sequences of hours of zero rainfall and those of non-zero

rainfall.

A first order Markov chain fails to describe the transition be-

tween a sequence of wet hours and a sequence of dry hours, because

the occurrence of an hour of zero rainfall at the end of the wet hour

sequence is considered by the process to be most likely the start of a

sequence of dry hours. This is unrealistic, because in the natural

rainfall process there are often many short periods of dry hours oc-

curring within sequences of wet hours. This characteristic of the

24
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hourly rainfall process is the n-iost important type of interdependence

between rainfalls observed during several hours.

By plotting estimates of probabilities of an hour being wet

versus the number of preceding dry hours, Pattison shows that the

probability of a wet hour becomes practically constant and equal to

0.001 after six dry hours.

For this reason he adopts a sixth-order Markov chain subject

to the following conditions:

If the state of the hourly rainfall process during hour (t)

is wet, i.e. , Ht- 0.01, the model uses first order dependence to de-

termine the state of the process during hour (t+1). It is assumed that

Pr (Hti = h+i Ht = h. . . .
, H1 = h1)

= Pr = ht+i I Ht = ht) 3.12

for

ht
0.01, 0.02,

h = 0.00, 0.01,

(J = 1, 2, . . , t-1, t+1; andj t)

j refers to the subscript in the first part of the bracket.

If the state of the rainfall process during hour (t) is dry,

i.e., Ht = 0.00, the model adopts sixth order dependence character-

istics to determine the state of the process during hour (t+1). It is

assumed that:



for

Pr (Ht+i h11
I H = ht, . .

., H1 h1)

= g(U(h1), . . .
, U(h)). f ) 3 13

ht 0.00

h3 = 0.01, 0.02,

where

g (EJ(h), . . ., U(h5))

Pr (Ht+i> 0.00 I H, ht, H5 ht_s) 3.14

DryforX 0.00

U(X) =

Wet forX >0.01

f(hti) = Pr (Ht+i = h
t+1

( 1. 2, . . . , t-1, t1; jt)

3.15

H 0.01, H 0.00) 3.16
t+1 t

Ht has the following possible values: 0.00, 0.01, 0.02, .. . , 1.50,

and 1.51; that is 152 different values. To reduce the computa-

tional difficulties, Pattison combines the values of Ht into hourly

rainfall intervals. These intervals will then form the states of a new

reduced Markov chain.

Estimates of the probabilities that control the operation of the

model are obtained from an analysis of the historic hourly rainfall

data.
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The model was used by Pattison to generate the hourly rainfall

process by using the Monte Carlo technique, i.e., by random samp-

ling. The procedure has been programmed for a digital computer.

Having the synthetic rainfall data, Pattison defines rainfall

cycles. A cycle starts after a 6-hour period of no rainfall and con-

tinues until the end of the first full 6-hour period of no rain that fol-

lows a period of rain.

The rainfall cycles were tested by determining whether the

frequency distributions of a given characteristic (dry period, rainfall,

number of wet hours, or storm rainfall amounts) are the same for

both the historic and synthetic data. The comparison of the frequency

distributions was made by using the Kolmogorov-SmirflOv two sample

test. The synthetic sequences were also tested by passing them

through the Stanford Watershed Model and then comparing the statis-

tics of the historical and synthetic streamfiows

The results have shown that the model is capable of adequately

describing the hourly rainfall process during storm periods. How-

ever, dry periods between storms are generally longer than those

observed in nature. This limitation is not serious when the synthetic

hourly rainfall data are used as input to the Stanford Watershed

Model, because for both the historical flows and the synthetic flows

the general sequencing of the flows are similar, and also most of the



differences between the two sets of strearnjlow data occur in the

lower flows only.

Rarriaseshan Model

Ramaseshan and Ven te Chow (19), using several sets of data,

tested different regression models with stochastic increments for gen-

erating synthetic rainfall sequences, but only within certain storms,

i.e., the series of storms, in a given year, which produce the maxi-

mum discharge in that year for a given basin. The model tested had

the following general form:

x =f (x )+ft t,1 t-1 t,2 + . . .t-2 t,ti (x1)

+

where

x1 hourly rainfall of any one of N annual storms at time t

in hours with t 1, 2, . . , m.

random component of x,

ft,i(xt...) = trend components of various functions

Faced with the problem of relative timing of rainfall pulses or

steps in each of his storms, Ramaseshan shifted the beginning times

of all storms so that the cross-correlation coefficients of their hourly

rainfalls are maximum. For his basic he chose the first annual

storm. He felt that by conducting this !rShift analysis" he obtained a

better model than he would have derived otherwise, the storm param-

3.17
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eters being, in fact, Tmore regular and consistent. He also chose,

arbitrarily, a constant storm duration of 36 hours.

He found that during a storm the precipitation during any hour

prior to time (t-2) had no significant influence on the precipitation at

time (t) and that the precipitation at time (t-1) had a significant influ-

ence on the precipitation at time (t). This fact is observed in nature

where the dependence of natural events tends to decrease with time.

The relationship appeared linear, and the first order linear regres-

sion model performed as well as more complex models he tested.

Having chosen the simple Markov model, Ramaseshan gives

the following governing equations:

X =rX + , 3.18
t t-1 t

where

xl
=

rX1 + 2' etc.

X = rainfall pulse at time t (in hours),

t = 2, . . , m

a random component

r = Markov serial correlation coefficient evaluated from the

historical data using the least square linear regression.

With the trend components then known, the random components could

be found for t = 2, . . ., m.
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Rarnaseshan disposed of the possible negativity of by setting

3.19

so that was always positive; K being an arbitrary corrective

value. The probability distribution of was found to be well repre-

sented by a log-normal.

Finally, using historical rainfall and runoff data, Ramaseshan

statistically tested his model for the rainfall data and then for the

rdnfall distribution routed through a mathematical basin model. He

concluded that his model was entirely adequate for the generation of

the time distribution of precipitation within annual storms over a

watershed in North Carolina.

The generated data appear to differ somewhat from the histor-

ical data at the lower and high ranges of the discharges. Because

R.amaseshan' s study dealt primarily with floods, he ignored the dif-

ferences at the lower range, whereas at the high range he considered

the following two hypotheses:

H0 : Designs based on simulated hydrologic sequences

are no better than designs based on one historical

record.

H1 The designs do make a difference in the planning

process.

To accept H and reject H1 is a type II error.
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The consequences of this decision may be economic, loss of life, and

inefficient management of water resources. For example, in a recent

statement by the Hydrometeorology Committee of A. S.C. E. , Hydrau-

lics Division (16), concern was expressed over the safety of existing

dams and their spiliways, i.e. , their capability to pass the T-year

flood as estimated in 1968 (not in 1930). But Ramaseshan accepted

H1 and rejected H0 and thus showed his preference for a type I error

(that is, he preferred to err on the side of safety) He also felt that

the generated data would be more representative than the historical

record because of the larger sample size generated on the computer.

There is a hidden deficiency in his model in that it is based on a cer-

tain type of storm, namely, the largest during the year. However,

his historical record includes other kinds of storms as well.

Green's Approach

Green (20) proposed a probability model for the occurrence of

wet and dry days at Tel-Aviv, Israel, as an alternative to an earlier

model given by Gabriel and Neumann (17).

Green's model assumes that the sequences of dry and wet

spells form an alternating renewal process (21), with exponential

density functions for the length of the dry spells and that of the wet

spells. This model is continuous in time, but from it is derived an

alternating renewal process in discrete time which is non-Markovian.



The exponential probability density functions for the length of

dry spells and the length of the wet spells are respectively:

where o , parameters for the two distributions, respectively,

with units (T) - and

t = time in days, the mean length of wet and dry spells are

respectively, l/c< and i/3

Then Green goes on to compute the conditional probabilities

where

b = e (1- e

a e d(l - e -

d = (3 /( + 3 ) probability of a dry instant

32

Q and Pn n

=

P =n

Pr (WIW, W, W, . .)

,)
3.22

3.23

n

Pr (ww, W, W, ...
n

He found that:

Pn = a b (n 0, 1, 2, . . 3.24

1-Q

Q =n 1-b + b - a (n = 1, 2, 3, . . 3.25

oe 3.20

and

42 3.21



Using the Tel-Aviv data to compute the different parameters,
he found that for that particular locality:

P Pr (W D) = 0.2502 3.26

Q Pr (W) 0.4253 3.27

0.5418 + (0.0511 I Q_) ............3.28
P = 0.5418 + (0.0511 / P1) 3.29

Testing the fit of his model to the data by the X goodness-

of-fit test and comparing the fit to that of Gabriel and Neumann's

model, Green found that his model fit the data better.

However, Green points out that his model does not describe

the occurrence of rainfall in every part of the world because of dif-

ferences in climatic conditions. Green does not give a synthetic se-

quence of rainfall. This approach seems promising because it appears

that one may model the rainfall in other parts ofthe world using a

probability density function other than the exponential in the alter-

nating renewal process.

Grace and Eagleson's Model

Aware of the fact that Pattison' s model failed to provide a valid

reproduction of the historical record of the time between storms,

Grace and Eagleson (22) have sought to circumvent the problem by

providing a blend of various techniques in generating sequences of

storms and/or 10-minute rainfall depth. Following the findings of
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Green (20), rainfall series were generated using probability distribu-

tions for the time between storms and their durations.

The five years of historical 10-minute summer data were

divided into storms by an objective method which used the premise

that any non-zero rainfall pulses separated in time by zero-amplitude

pulses of overall duration equal to or greater than a certain critical

lag time were not part of the same storm. The critical lag time was

obtained by serially correlating the historical series and then testing

to find, by means of the rank correlation coefficient (Appendix A-Il),

the lag which gave strong statistical evidence of no dependence of the

amplitude of one pulse on that of the associated lagged pulse. The

lag time for the Truro, Nova Scotia, data was found to be 130 minutes.

The Weibull distribution was fitted, using the method of mo-

ments, to the histograms of the time between storms and the storm

durations.

Grace and Eagleson found that there was a strong correlation

between storm duration and storm depth. This correlation became

even stronger when the historical storms were divided into three

types: Trace storms, moderate storms, and peaked storms. This

division into storm types will give a better prediction model. To

increase the precision of the prediction the historical storm types

were further subdivided into 8 classes each. They defined the storm

types as follows:
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Trace Storms: Storm of short to moderate duration which

includes many pulses of zero height, where a non-zero 10-minute

pulse is normally one hundredth of an inch, never exceeding three

hundredths.

Moderate Storms: Storm of medium total depth and short

through long duration where at least half of the pulses are non-zero

and normally in the range of three-hundredths to eight-hundredths

inches, and where there are no outstanding rises and falls in the data.

Peaked Storms: Storm of medium to high total depths and

small to moderate durations where the bulk of the total depth is con-

tributed by one or more sharp peaks and where there are frequent

pulses of height zero and one hundredth of an inch. Peak 10-minute

depths are always above nine hundredths of an inch, and usually sub-

stantially higher than this figure.

The eight storm classes within a storm type corresponded to

the following ranges of duration (in minutes): 0-30; 40-90; 100-190;

200-290; 300-390; 400-590; 600-790 and> 800. The intervals are in-

clusive.

Then they found the regression equations for the Truro, Nova

Scotia, data. These equations are:

For Trace storms:

Depth = 0.7 + 0.47 (Duration) 3.30



For the Moderate storms:

Depth = 9.4 + 0.96 (Duration) 3.31

For the Peaked storms:

Depth -12.4 + 3.52 (Duration) 3.32

Where depth are in inches and duration in 10-minute units.

In order to take into account the scattering about the regression

line, Grace and Eagleson fitted the integral beta distribution to the

residuals percent data (%H), this being:

= Depth Residual X 100 333
Depth from regression equation

36

where

H = residual

They found that for the Truro, Nova Scotia, data:

For Moderate storms:

= 470 rB - 100 3.34

For Peaked storms:

= 240 rB - 100 3.35

where rB = a random variate possessing a beta distribution over the

Interval (0, 1).

The synthetic data was obtained as follows:

1. They generated sequences of time between storms by the

Monte Carlo technique, using the following which transforms a uni-

formly distributed variable to a variate having a Weibull distribution



(Appendix A-V)
1/c

x0 = a + b ln( 1

r*
3.36
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where the parameters a, b, c are those of a Weibull distribution.

They were determined from the historical data by the method of

moments.

To get the duration of the next storm the same procedure

is followed using different values of the parameters a, b, and c.

Having the duration, the storm was classified.

Then, a third random number which determines the type of

storm (i.e. , trace, moderate, or peaked) was generated.

They determined the depth of the storm by using one of the

regression equations with its correction factor.

The synthetic data was found satisfactory in reproducing the

storm characteristics for the location of interest.

As the authors stated, this model was arrived at by using a

blend of statistical methods. This would suggest that another blend

could be found to project into the future the rainfall data in the Tucson

area.

Comparison of the Different Approaches

A comparison is made of the different models that have been

previously described. The following criteria for model evaluation are

considered: objectives, types of meteorological events studied
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(thunderstorms, convective storms, etc. . .), type of model employed,

time interval chosen, and goodness of prediction.

Since today pragmatism guides almost any research endeavor,

especially in the field of hydrology, one finds that utility is the com-

mon denominator to all models that have been reviewed. However,

utility is a very relative term. For this reason one finds differences

in the objectives set by each of the authors of the different models.

The objective of the study by Gabriel and Neumann was to pre-

dict rainfall occurrences. They did not try to predict the rainfall

depths. Pattison wanted to model rainfall amounts for use as an input

to the Stanford Watershed Model. Ramaseshan wanted to model storms

that produced the most runoff and in turn to use the synthetic data as

an input to a watershed model. Green's objective was the same as

that of Gabriel and Neumann. As to Grace and Eagleson, they wanted

to generate synthetic sequences of storm duration, time between

storms, and storm depth.

Rainfall occurrences are caused by different meteorological

conditions in the different geographical areas for which the models

were built. The rainfall at Tel-Aviv, Israel, which Gabriel and

Neumann and Green modeled is connected with the passage of depres-

sions and frontal systems. Pattison modeled rainfall in Cahfornia

where frontal systems are most frequent. Ramaseshan was interested

in modeling storms that produced the most runoff with no concern with
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the meteorological basis of the storms. Grace and Eagleson modeled

rainfall occurrences in the northeastern United States, where most

rainfalls are due to the encounter of cold polar air masses with warm

and somewhat moist air masses off the Carribean Sea. At this point

one can say that the meteorology underlying the rainfall occurrences

are also a cause in the differences between the models and their ob-

jectives.

To achieve their objectives, Gabriel and Neumann used a first-

order Markov-chain, Pattison used a combination of first and sixth-

order Markov-chain. Green used an alternating renewal process to

model the occurrences of wet and dry days. Ramaseshan employed a

first-order Markov-chain. As to Grace and Eagleson, they used a

blend of statistical methods with a hydrologic "feelTM. They fitted a

probability distribution function to their sequences of time between

storms and storm duration. Random sampling techniques were used

to generate synthetic sequences of time between storms and storm

durations. To get the storm depth they used a regression relation be-

tween storm duration and storm depth.

The time interval chosen for the different models were not the

same. Gabriel and Neumann and Green chose a day as their time unit.

Pattison modeled hourly rainfall. Ramaseshan chose the annual storm

that produced the most runoff. As to Grace and Eagleson, they had a

time unit of ten minutes.
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All the authors claimed in their studies that their respective

models were adequate. However, one can say that this adequacy is

far from being universal, that is, each model is good for the particu-

lar case of study. No universal test of ladequacyl! was used in all

models. Gabriel and Neumann, Green, and Grace and Eagleson com-

pared their synthetic data with the historical data and reached the con-

clusion of adequacy. Pattison and Ramaseshan used their synthetic

data as an input to a watershed model and compared the probability

distribution of the synthetic flows with that of the historical ones and

concluded that their models were adequate.

Accordingly, Gabriel and Neumann found that their model was

a valid one in representing rainfall occurrences at Tel Aviv. Green

found that the prediction given by his model was better than that of

Gabriel and Neumann. However, both models fail to predict rainfall

amounts and are good only for that part of the world. Pattison found

that his model predicted periods of rain.fall satisfactorily, but the syn-

thetic periods of zero rainfall tended to be longer than those in the

historical record. When the synthetic rainfall was used as an input

to the Stanford Watershed Model the duration curve of the synthetic

streamfiowS compared well with the duration curve of the historical

ones. Ramaseshan's synthetic data was not representative of the low

and high range value, but he accepted his model for the high range

which was more extreme than the historical high range because he



was interested in flood producing storms.

Grace and Eagleson's synthetic sequences were the most

satisfactory in the sense that they had most of the characteristics

of the historical data. A similar model, but possibly using different

probability distributions, is hypothesized as being appropriate for

modeling rainfall in the Tucson area.
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CHAPTER 4

METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION AND
EVALUATION OF THE DATA

The Atterbury Watershed is an experimental watershed where

many water related research projects are undertaken by the Water

Resources Research Center at The University of Arizona.

The rainfall data were recorded by a weighing-type rain gage

during a period of 12 years. The record is given in mass diagram

form; the abscissas represent time, the ordinates represent depth of

rainfall in inches, and the slope of the graph with respect to the hori-

zontal axis gives the intensity of the rainfall.

The rainfall data were extracted from the record to form

three series: storm duration, time between storms and storm depth.

In Chapter 5 more will be said about these series.

Since the Tucson area has two distinct precipitation seasons

it is more practical to use more than one chart on the rain gage.

There are three kinds of charts that have been used: 12 hour, 24 hour,

and weekly charts. The gage has three gears, each one corresponding

to one chart and consequently the drum is set to turn at the right speed,

i.e., one revolution every 12 hours, 24 hours, or week.
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There are human errors introduced when the operator of the

rain gage forgets to change the gear when he starts a chart of differ-

ent type from the one that was on the drum of the gage. This compels

one to interpret what he reads from the chart and to make value judg-

ments.

Another type of error that hinders the quality of the record

occurs when the chart is left too long on the drum. The result is an

overlapping of curves that makes them difficult to read; also the clock

runs down and the ink dries out. However, these errors occur during

the dry seasons and do not affect the record very much. During the

wet seasons the charts are changed every 24 hours or so.

During the first part of the record the rain gage was not pro-

tected against grazing cattle in the area. The cattle would hit the

rain gage such that the record shows rain when in fact there was none.

However, the lines drawn this way have a special characteristic (they

go to the left) and have been ignored.



CHAPTER 5

ANALYSIS OF THE HISTORICAL DATA

Definition of the Random Variables

The rainfall data given by rain gage R-23 on the Atterbury

Watershed extends for 12 years.

The summer rainy season in the Tucson area starts around

July 1 and lasts until about September 15. A computer program has

been written to extract the summer data from the 12-year record.

From this record, a complementary computer program forms three

series, namely: duration or non-zero pulses, time between non-zero

pulses, and rainfall depth.

In former rainfall studies it was found that daily and sometimes

monthly rainfall amounts are highly correlated. Since statistical

analysis of non-independent random variables is more involved, it is

important to circumvent this dependence by defining a lag timeTL be-

tween storms such that the correlation between storms is not signifi-

cant.

Using the rank correlation coefficient, (Appendix A-lI), as a

basis for judging dependence1 a lag time, 'FL = 180 minutes, was

found from the data analysis. When a time 'FL or greater exists
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between one non-zero pulse and the next, then a new storm is said to

occur. A computer program was written to separate the storms and

form three new series: storm duration, time between storms, and

storm depth.

Curve Fitting

The raw and central moments up to the fourth were computed

for the three series. By using the method of moments (Appendix A-VI)

the parameters of the Weibull distribution were found. They are

shown in Table 5.1.

TABLE 5.1

WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS

Parameters

Variates

a C b
(Location (Shape (Scale param-

parameter in parameter) eter in 5-mm.
5-mm. units) units)

a is the location parameter or the abscissa at the origin. C is the

shape parameter. If c> 1, the curve representing the distribution is

dome shaped; If c < 1, the curve has a reversed J-shape. For both

storm duration and time between storms distributions, c < I which

means that the lowest values have the highest probability of occurring;

Time Between Storms
(5-minute increments 36 825 929.8

Storm Duration
(5-minute increments) 1. 0 845 17.29
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by looking at the historical record one finds that there is a high pro-
portion of low storm duration and time between storms values. b is
the scale parameter and expresses the spread of the distribution curve.

The Weibull distributions with respective parameters were

fitted to the histograms of the time between storms and the storm dur-

ation series. The chi-square goodness-of-fit test (Appendix A-IV)

showed that the hypothesis that the Weibull distribution is the actual

distribution of the data cannot be rejected at the . 900 level of confi-

dence for both the storm duration and time between storms series.

Figures 5. 1 and 5. 2 show that the fit is good and one can assume that

we are dealing with Weibull distributions.

Regression Line Between Storm Depth and Storm Duration

The regression line was obtained by using the equation derived

in Appendix A-Il. It is:

Depth = . 149 + . 0015 (Duration) 5 1

wherein depth is in inches and duration in 5-minute units (Figure 5.3).

The correlation coefficient (Appendix A-Il) between storm

duration and storm depth was found to be:

R .48 52
xY

In order to take into account the spread of the points about the

regression line, the percent residual is defined as:

Observed depth - Regression depth X 100 .5.3
Regression Depth
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50

The historical percent residuals vary between -100% and +300%.

These have been used Instead of the actual differences to avoid

negative values of storm depth In the generated data.

A Weibull distribution is fitted to the percent residuals. Its

parameters are: a = 100, C 1.08, and 103.4 The fit of the

Weibull distribution to the histogram of the percent residuals Is shown

in Figure 5.4. The fit is good and the cM-square goodness-of-fit test

(Appendix A-IV) showed that the hypothesis that the Weibull distribu-

tion is the actual distribution of the percent residuals cannot be re-

jected at the .750 level of confidence. The .750 level of confidence

means that we are about 75% confident that we have made the right de-

cision. The . 900 level of confidence has a similar meaning. However,

at the . 900 level of confidence we are more confident that we made the

right decision thati at the . 750 level of confidence.

Daily, Monthly, and Summer Totals Statistics

Figure 5. 5 shows the histogram for the historical daily totals.

It seems that the daily totals have a mixed distribution made up of a

discrete part for zero and very low values and a continuous part for

the other values. Figure 5.6 shows the histogram of the non-zero

daily totals.

Table 5. 2 shows the statistics (first moment and standard de-

viation) for the daily, monthly, and summer totals at rain gage R-23

on the Atterbury Watershed.
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TABLE 5.2

STATISTIC FOR HISTORICAL DAILY,
MONTHLY AND SUMMER TOTALS

It was observed in the historical data that the starting and end-

ing dates of the Summer thunderstorms were scattered between July 1

and September 15. Some rainfall started as late as July 15 and other

rainfall periods ended as early as August 5. To reproduce this char-

acteristic of the historical data, the Monte Carlo technique was used

again. It is described in detail in Appendix A-V. The cumulative

probability distributions of the historical starting and ending dates are

shown in Figures 5. 7 and 5. 8. By using random numbers uniformly

distributed (0, 1) and the cumulative probability one can get starting or

ending dates having a distribution similar to the historical one.

Extreme Rainfall Depths

Extreme rainfall depths in this study are defined as the highest

24-hour rainfall depth in a summer season.

The historical extremes were extracted and their mean and

standard deviation were found to be 1. 16 inches and .436 respectively.

No other statistical analysis (curve fitting, etc. ) was made because of

the paucity of the data.

54

Daily Totals Monthly Totals Summer Totals
1LL(inches) .063 1.71 5.03

0(inches) .202 1.11 1.83
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Using the Monte Carlo technique, sequences of storm duration

and time between storms were generated for a 10-year period. The

relation used is:

y = a + b (-in (1 - Ru)
i/c 6.1

where

y = simulated variate,

a = location parameter,

b = scale parameter of the Weibull distribution,

Ru = random variate uniformly distributed (0, 1) and

c = shape parameter of the Weibull distribution.

Equation 6. 1 is derived in Appendix A-V.

CHAPTER 6

SIMULATION OF THUNDERSTORMS

Starting and Ending Dates of Summer Thunderstorms

As it was noted in the preceding chapter, the starting and end-

ing dates of the summer thunderstorms are scattered between July 1

and September 15 in the Tucson area. To reproduce this character-

istic, the Monte Carlo technique was used. The simulated starting

and ending dates are also scattered between July 1 and September 15.

Storm Duration and Time Between Storms Series

57



58

Figures 6. 1 and 6.2 represent the fit of the simulated data to

the respective Weibull distributions, They correspond to Figures 5. 1

and 5.2. The fit is good as it should be, because the simulated data

is sampled from the same distribution the historical data was fitted to.

Storm Depth

The storm depth sequence was simulated by using the historical

regression equation between storm depth and storm duration. The

depth D1 obtained from equation 5. 1 was adjusted by adding to it the

noise term, H = D1 X (%H - 100%). The simulated depth is

D2 = D1 + H 6.2

The percent residuals were simulated by the Monte Carlo technique.

Once the storm depth sequence was generated, a regression

analysis was made between storm depth and storm duration. The re-

gression equation for the simulated 10-year record was:

Depth .271 + .00035 (Duration) 6.3

wherein storm depth is in inches and storm duration is in 5-minute

units. The correlation coefficient between storm depth and storm

duration was found to be:

Rxy = .134 6.4

Figure 6.3 shows the regression line for the simulated data Figure

6.3 corresponds to Figure 5.3.
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Extreme Rainfall Depths

Data for 100 summers were simulated. From this record the

extremes, as defined in Chapter 5, were extracted. The mean and

standard deviation for the simulated extremes were found to be 1.51

inches and .695 inches, respectively.

62

Figure 6.4 shows the fit of the Weibull distribution to the per-

cent residuals for the simulated data. The Weibull distribution is, of

course, the same as the one fitted to the hIstorical percent residuals,

Figure 6.4 corresponds to FIgure 5.4. The fit is good.

Daily, Monthly, and Summer Statistics

Figure 6. 5 shows the histogram of the simulated daily totals

for a period of 10 years. It presents the same features as the histor-

ical one, I.e., it is a mixed distribution. Table 6. 1 shows the sta-

tistics for the simulated daily, monthly, and summer totals for a

period of 10 years at rain gage R-23 on the Atterbury Watershed.

TABLE 6.1

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR SIMULATED DATA

(Note that the historical values are in parentheses)

Daily Totals Monthly Totals Summer Totals

1.L(inches) .059 (.063) 1.59 (1.71) 4.76 (5.03)

0(inches) .20 (.202) 1.17 (1.11) 2.14 (1.83)
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65

A histogram for the simulated extremes was constructed and is

shown in Figure 6. 6. The histogram shows that the distribution of the

extremes may be dome-shaped.

The extremes were also plotted on Gumbel probability paper

and on Logarithmic Normal probability paper. They are shown on

FIgures 6.7 and 6.8, respectively.

The Gumbel probability plot gives a mean of 1. 25 inches and a

standard deviation of .820 inches. The fit of the data to a straight

line on both plots is satisfactory. The straight lines were drawn by

eye.
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CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Discussion

The comparison of the simulated data to the historical set is

made to show the similarities and differences between the two sets

of data.

It is known that there are numerous characteristics to the his-

torical. data: statistical distributions of defined random variables,

amount of rain in each storm, peak rainfall intensity, extreme rainfall

depth on annual basis, correlation between storm depth, storm dura-

tion, and peak intensity, spacing of the storms in time, datt and time

of day of each storm, runoff producing storm or zero-runoff storm,

length of the rainy period during the summer, number of storms per

season, etc. The number of characteristics is very large indeed and

a choice of criteria for comparison has to be made to reach a prede-

fined goal. In this study, satisfactory simulation was presumed if the

mean and variance of the three major random variables and the ran-

dom length of the summer storm season were preserved.
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The simulated series of storm duration, storm depth and time

between storms do have a mean and a standard deviation in the range

of those of the historical data as shown in Table 7. 1.

TABLE 7.1

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR HISTORICAL
AND SIMULATED DATA

(The subscripts h and s signify historical and simulated

70

Also, the mean and standard deviation, (as given in Tables 5.2

and 6. 1) for daily, monthly, and summer totals of the historical and

simulated data are in reasonable agreement. It is to be noted that the

latter quantities were not simulated as such, but were found as by-

products and compare quite well.

A t-test and F-test were run for the mean and variance, re-

spectively, of the historical and simulated summer totals to see if

1LL18.91 -- 0.29 -- 1030

7.09 0.31 5.50 1149 11.15

Q22.51 -- 0.35 - 1263

cJ24.54 9.01 0.32 8.66 1450 12.4

respectively. The percent difference is relative to
the historical data.)

Storm Percent Storm Percent Time Percent
Duration Differ- Depth Differ- Between Differ-

ence ence Storms ence
(5-minute

units) (inches)
(5-minute

units)
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they come from the Same population. The test showed that the hypoth-

esis cannot be rejected at the five percent level. The Summer totals

were assumed to come from a normal distribution which is increasingly

reasonable as more and more random variables (daily totals) are ac-
cumulated. The t-test of significance is used to test the hypothesis

that there is no significant difference between the mean of the histor-

ical summer totals and the mean of the simulated summer totals. The

F-test of significance is used to test the hypothesis that there is no

significant difference between the variances of the historical summer

totals and the variance of the simulated summer totals. Both tests

are used to see if the historical summer totals and the simulated

summer totals come from the same population. The distribution of

the population is assumed to be normal for both tests to hold.

The simulated data presents some extremes that existed in the

historical record and some extremes that were not in the somewhat

short historical record of 12 years. But this is much longer than the

sequences used by Grace and Eagleson (namely 2 years at Truro,

Nova Scotia, and 5 years at St. Johnsbury, Vermont). Thus, if a de-

Signer is faced with the problem of flood control, use of the simulated

data would be very helpful because simulated sequences are presumed

to be just as Jikely as the historical sequence. Thus, the designer

can, via simulation, evaluate the impact of more extreme conditions

and different orders of events.
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The average length of the rainy season in the historical record

is 59. 1 days, the corresponding length in the Simulated data is 52. 6

days.

In the historical record there are 185 storms during 12 years,
that is, 15.4 storms per Summer. In the simulated lO-year record,
there were 155 storms, that is, 155 storms per summer.

Three lOO-year records were simulated. Their statistics are

within the range of the historical ones. One of the series gives a 24-

hour maximum rainfall of 4.63 inches, whereas a 24-hour maximum

rainfall of 5. 20 inches was recorded in Tucson on July 11, 1878 (23).

The historical extreme (5. 20 inches) and the simulated extreme are

125 and 111 standard deviations greater than the mean, respectively.

The analysis of the extreme rainfall depths made in Chapters 5 and 6

has been made because of the fact that extremes have their own distri-

bution. The above is important because statisticians used to neglect

large or small variates that were three standard deviations or more

beyond the mean of the normal distribution. When the largest values

of a sequence were extracted to form a series of extremes, this series

was found to have its own statistical properties far different from those

of the mother distribution. Analysis of extremes has proven to be

very useful in predicting future extremes (flood, material stresses,

gusts, life expectancy, etc.). The assumption that has to be fulfilled

is that the original time series from which the extremes are extracted
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is stationary. If there has been any nonstationarity, it has to be elim-

inated. Also, the other assumption is that the observed extremes

should be extremes of samples of independent data. However, this

condition is not so critical (24).

In this study the simulated extremes that have been fitted to

the Gumbel and log-normal distribution fulfill these two requirements.

Results of the simulation suggest the adequacy of Grace and

Eaglesonts thunderstorm model at least for one point in an arid land

watershed. No consideration was given to the internal mechanics of

thunderstorms.

Whereas Grace and Eagleson generally obtained reasonable

correlations on the simulated data, the correlation in Atterbury

Watershed needs improvement.

Table 7. 2 presents a comparison of the Weibull parameters

for the three locations to which this type of model was applied, i.e.

Truro, Nova Scotia, St. Johnsbury, Vermont, and the Atterbury

Watershed, Arizona:



TABLE 7.2

PARAMETERS FOR THE DIFFERENT WEIBULL DISTRIBUTIONS

Note: a = location parameter or abcissa at the origin. (units of
5-minute increments).

C = shape parameter (translates the peakedness of the dis-
tribution) dimensionless.

b = scale parameter (indicate the spread of the distribution)
(units of 5-minute increments).

This table suggests that the distribution may be more peaked

in the Northwestern United States than in the Southwest, and also that

the spread of the distribution is greater in the Southwest than in the

Northeast. This may be due to climatic differences which cause
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Truro,
Nova Scotia

(2 year record)
Storm

Duration

St. Johnsbury,
Vermont

(5 year record)

Atterbury Watershed
Tucson, Arizona
(12 year record)

a 1.0 1.0 1.0

C . 70 .68 .845

b 24.8 21.0 17.29

Time Between
Storms

a 26 28 36

C .78 .78 .825

b 401.0 658 929.8
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differences in storm patterns. Also, in noting that the location pa-

rameter of the Weibull distribution of the time between storms is

equal to the lag time as found by the rank correlation test, it appears

that the lag time is considerably larger in the Southwest than in the

Northeast, which suggests latitude and longitude effects.

The computer time on the CDC 6400 is a relevant considera-

tion in judging the efficacy of the simulation procedure for operational

uses. About 13 minutes was required for the data analysis, which in-

cluded determination of moments, correlation analysis, chi square

tests, storm separation and checking of data. In addition, the rank

correlation consumed 10 minutes of computer time and this is exces-

sive. To generate 10 and 100 years of synthetic thunderstorm se-

quences required only 27 and 248 seconds of central processor time,

respectively. Time on the peripheral processing equipment was of

the same order as for the central processor. Thus, with a $425 per

hour charge for use of the central processor and much smaller amount

for the peripheral processor, the cost of the data analysis and simula-

tion, even If augmented for reruns, errors, and so on, is small in

relation to the potential cost of hydraulic structures that might be de-

signed with the aid of such methods. The hydrologic input to such de-

signs is central and most important to many hydraulic designs. The

simulation procedure is put forward as a useful and economic alter-

native to classical design methods of the determination of these hydro-

logic inputs.



Conclusions

Pending development of more analytical models for generation

of thunderstorm sequences, the Monte Carlo method appears to be a

useful alternative to aid in hydraulic designs for control of summer

flooding. Even though the lengths of records at the stations in Nova

Scotia, Vermont, and Arizona are not the same and strong compari-

sons of thunderstorm behavior in each area may not be justified, the

comparison of Weibull parameters tends to suggest regional differ-

ences in thunderstorm behavior.

Recommendations

The correlation analysis should be improved by using multi-

linear regression between many variables: storm depth, storm dura-

tion, peak intensity, peak depth, time of peak, etc. This should im-

prove the simulation tremendously.

Another improvement that may be made is the reconstruction

of the hyetograph within a storm. This may be gotten as a by-product

of the multilinear regression.

The simulated storms are randomly distributed over the day,

however, in the historical record the storms tend to occur in the late

afternoon and early evening hours. The simulation can be improved

in this respect, too.
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The same analysis can be made for the other precipitation

records in the Atterbury Watershed and in and around Tucson. An

investigation can be made as to the variation of the Welbull distribu-

tion parameters with space.

This model can also be a part of a greater model describing

and relating the different hydrologic phenomena (runoff, recharge,

evaporation, water consumption, etc.) in the Tucson area.

The same idea used in this model can be used also for inter-

mittent streams for which the period of flow and the period of zero

flow can be treated the same way as the storm duration and time be-

tween storms in this study. However, a priori, it seems that there

will be some problems in relating the discharge and the period of

flow.

This model is not limited to hydrology, but can be applied to

many engineering fields where the importance of statistics is starting

to be felt.
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APPENDIX A

SOME STATISTICAL AND PROBABILISTIC CONCEPTS

I. Statistical Parameters of a Probability Distribution

Statistical parameters describe a probability distribution.

While such parameters are many, only the important ones will be de-

fined below.

Measure of Central Tendency

The parameters representing measures of central tendency of

a statistical distribution are: mean, median, and mode.

The two most important kinds of mean are the arithmetic and

the geometric.

The arithmetic mean is

-=x
N

A-I.l

where x = the variate

N = the total number of observations

The above equation gives the sample mean, while the population mean

is generally denoted by fL

The geometric mean Is

1/N
= (x1.x2.x3.. A-I. 2
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The logarithm of the geometric mean is the mean of the logarithm of

the individual values.

The median is the middle value or the variate which divides

the frequencies in a distribution into two equal parts.

The mode, In a distribution of a discrete variable, is the var-

iate which occurs most frequently. In a distribution of continuous

variable, this is the variate which has a maximum probability density,

i.e., dp/dx = 0 and d2p/dx2 < 0.
'The arithmetic mean is more commonly used than other meas-

ures of central tendency on account of its computational simplicity and,

in general, its greater sampling stability. However, in extremely

skewed distributions the mean may be misleading. In such cases, the

median will provide a better indication, particularly for a continuous

variable because all variates greater or less than the median always

occur half the time.

Measure of Variability

The important parameters representing variability or disper-

sion of a distribution are: mean deviation, standard deviation, range

and coefficient of variation.

The mean deviation is

Ix -flM. D. =
N

A-I. 3



This parameter is now superceded largely by the standard deviation.

The parameter that is, as a measure ofvartabil.ity, most
adaptable to statistical analysis is the standard deviation. It is:

where

2
(x2)/Nx =

The difference between the largest and the smaUest values is

the range.

The coefficient of variation is:

8=

V

This equation represents the standard deviation of the population. An

unbiased estimate of this parameter from the sample is denoted by s
and computed by

(x-\/ _2N(x -xN-i N-i

A-I.4

A-I. 5

A-I.6

Statistical Moments

The rth moment about the mean of the variate x1, x2, ... ,
is: k

(X_/.L)r A-I.?N i1
The coefficient of skewness, based on the third moment, is:
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C8= ,1L3

(0Z) 3/2

when Cs 0 (e.g. normal distribution) the distribution is symmetric.

right skew: C5 0 left skew: C8 0

Fig. A-I. 1 : positive and negative skews

The measure of flatness is defined in terms of the kurtosis:

k=

for a normal distribution k 3

if k> 3 the curve representing the distribution is slimmer and taller

than the curve of a normal distribution. If k <3 the curve is flatter

or shorter than the normal curve.

A-I.8

Fig. A-I. 2 : Distribution curves with different kts

The excess is defined as:

A-I. 9
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E=k-3 A-I.1O

E = 0 for a normal distribution

if E> 0 the curve is slimmer or taller than the normal curve.

if E z 0 the curve is flatter or shorter than the normal curve.

II Simple Linear Regression and Correlation

Regression Lines

The straight line regression for variable y versus variable x

is defined by a straight line which gives the best estimate of y for a

given value of x according to the least square error criterion. Simi-

larly, the best estimate of x for a given value of y is given by the re-

gression line of x versus y. A regression problem considers only the

frequency of one variable when another is held fixed at each of several

levels. The presumption is that independent or a priori considerations

justify use of the straight line as a model in the mind of the analyst.

The straight regression line is generally fitted analytically by

the method of least squares operating on the departures from the line

= - y).

it
See Figure A-Il. 1.

y

Fig. A-Il. 1 Regression line of y versus x
x

.
. . . .

.
.



Since we are assuming a linear relationship between y and x, the

equation of the line will be of the form

yA+Bx A-II.1
N 2In order that the line may have the minimum of D = ( y1)

1=1

where N is the number of points, the partial derivatives of this sum

with respect to A and B equal zero, so that

6D

N

-
0 AII.2

A2
and

ô /' (y1 - y)
= 0 A-u.S

C't\ CA
OB

where y observed value of y

/\ / /'
and y = A + Bx calculated from the fitted regression line.

The hats indicate estimators. Taking the partials, we obtain:

N

= 2 > (yj Z - x1) (-1) = 0 A-ll.4

N
6 D > , - - x) (-x1) 0 A-II.5

= 2
OB 1=1

Solving the two equations we obtain:

A2
4 ( - y1)
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B

N N N
N I = ljYj - j = 1j j = iYi.

N

N N

2 ()=

r = (Ax1Ly1)

\jZAx1)2. (Ey1)2

2

A-il. 6

= 2xiyi - Nxy

5x 8y

A-LI. 9

where - x1 being the middle of each class interval for x
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and = - A-Il. 7

So the regression line of y versus x is represented by the following

equation

+ A-II.8

where intercept of the line at the origin
A
B = slope of the regression line

Correlation Coefficient

The correlation coefficient is the most commonIy used statis-

tical parameter for measuring the degree of association of two linearly

dependent variables. It is not a justification per se of a causal linkage

between x and y. In this instance, both x and y are random variables

in contrast to the regression model in which only y is the random var-

iable. The coefficient is defined (25) as



= - 1
being the middle of each class interval for y

= standard deviation for x

= standard deviation for y

The numerator is the dimensional covariance or covariability between

x and y, whereas the coefficient r is simply the non-dimensional form

of the covariance. As s and s are positive, the sign of r depends on

the sum of the cross products IXjYj. Since this sum can vary be-

tween ss and the correlation coefficient varies from 1 to -1.

If the sum of the cross products xyj is zero, the variables x and y

are linearly independent and the coefficient of correlation is zero.

The correlation coefficient is unity only if all points fall on a

straight line.

If there is no linear relationship, r = 0; if there is a functional

linear relationship, r = ±1. All values of r between these limits de-

scribe the various degrees of correlative association. The greater

the absolute value of r, the greater is the linear correlation.

Standard Deviation of Residuals

The residuals of the straight line regression are Yj y1 - Yj

where yj is the observed value and yj is the value determined from

the straight regression line for given x = x1. The standard deviation

of the residuals for the straight regression line y versus x is defined

as (26):
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Sy =

(Nk

S = IN-i
y \IN-2

N

(ty
=1

N

Taking into account the number of degrees of freedom in the

case of small samples, the unbiased standard deviation of residuals,

is given as

The greater S, the wider is the spread of the points around the re-

gression line and the less accurate are the values determined from

the regression line.

Serial Correlation Coefficient

If x1 and Xi+k are considered as two sets of data then the kth-

order serial correlation coefficient is defined as (27):

N-k N-k N-Ic

1 >jXj+k
1 > xj).(> Xj+k)

rk = N-k i+i (N-k)2 1=1 i=1

1
N-k N-k

> 2
1

> 2
(Nk

1=1'
X1 -(N-k)2 x1)

2 1
Xj+k - (N-k)2

N-k

where N is the length of the time series.

Fork 0, r0 = 1, and for k 1, -1 < rk 1.

2- r A-lI. 11

A-Il. 10

A-lI. 12
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The serial correlation coefficient is used to determine the lag (k)

after which the series is UncOrrelated within itself.

Rank Correlation Coefficient

The rank correlation coefficient serves to estimate the strength

of relationship between two variables. It is calculated for the ranks

of the variables rather than for their numerical values. The rank cor-

relation coefficient is:

N
2 (x 2

rt =1-6yx N(N21)

where x, rank of the ith individual of a set of N with respect to

one attribute, say numerical value

y1 = rank of the ith individual with respect to another attribute,

say its order of occurrence.

The efficiency of r' as an estimate of the correlation coefficient

r (i.e. var(r)/var.(r') ) can be determined. For large samples this

is found to be close to 90 percent (28).

The ranking may be either in ascending or descending order.

When ties are encountered their ranks are averaged. For ex-

ample, if two value of Xj are tied for fourth and fifth rank, then both

their ranks are (4 + 5)12, or 4.5.
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Ill. Some Probability Distributions

Rectangular Distribution

The rectangular distribution is a uniform distribution of a con-

tinuous variable x between two constants a and b. The probability

density of this distribution is:

p(x) 0

p(x) = 1

b-a
p(x) = 0

The statistical parameters are: mean (b - a)12; and variance

(b - a)2/12.

Binomial Distribution

This is one of the most commonly used discrete distributions.

It represents the distribution of probabilities of successes in inde-

pendent Bernoulli trials, say tossing a coin. The probability density

is:

p(x) = C x qNX

where p = probability of occurrence of an event

= number of combinations of N things taken x at a timeI
q = probability of failure or 1 - p

N = total number of trials

x = variate or the number of successful trials.

for x <a

foraxb A-llI.1

for b <x
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The statistical parameters are:

Mean = pN

Standard deviation CT = \j pqN

Skewness, Cs = 13I° (q - p) /jpqN, where /.L3 is

the third moment about the mean

When p = q, the distribution is symmetrical.

In a binomial distribution, the events or trials can be classified

into only two categories: success and failure, yes and no, rainy and

clear, etc. The probabilities p and q remain constant from one trial

to another, i.e. , the events are independent to each other. In Hydrol-

ogy, this requires time series that are stationary and uncorrelated.

Poisson Distribution

If N is very large and p is very small so that pN m is a

positive constant number, then:

p(x) mxem

gives a close approximation to binomial probabilities when m is small.

A distribution with this probability density is called the Poisson Dis-

tribution and is generally referred to as the law of small numbers. It

is most useful when neither N nor p is known but their product pN is

given or can be estimated. It is used to estimate the probability of

occurrence of extreme events in hydrology.

The statistical parameters are:



where

x = the variate

= mean value of the variate

O standard deviation

In this distribution, the mean, mode, and median are the same.

The total area under the density curve is equal to 1. 0. The cumulative

probability of a value being equal to or less than x is:

(x
P(X x) = 1

I e -(x
_)2/

2cr2
. A-III.5

ci'] 2'Tr

This represents the area under the curve for values of the random

variate between - co and x. Areas for various values of x have been

Calculated by statisticians, and tables for such areas are available in

many textbooks and handbooks on statistics.

Mean = m

Variance = m2

Normal Distribution

This Is a symmetrical, bell-shaped, continuous distribution,

theoretically representing the distribution of accidental errors about

their mean, or the so-called Gaussian law of errors. The probability

density is:

p(x) = 1

Q- \J21T
e -(x /)2/ 2cr2
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Gamma Distribution

The gamma distribution is used to describe random variables
bounded at one end. The gamma probability density function is:

>' 7)-i -Xx
x e ,x O,X>O,7))o

fx;7), X) A-Ill. 6

0 elsewhere

where

7) = constant, integer

= constant

(o
77-i -x

X e dx, gamma function for
Continuous

=

(77 - 1)!, when 7) is a positive integer

The cumulative probability being equal to or greater than x (<ca)

is known as the incomplete gamma function.

The statistical parameters are:

Mean =

Variance = 7)

Exponential Distribution

The exponential probability density function
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p(x, X

Xe> x 0,

:1sewher e

A-Ill. 7

is the most commonly used time to failure distribution. it plays a
central role in reliability, Comparable to that of normal distribution
in other applications.

The statistical parameters are:

Mean = 1/ X

Variance =

The gamma distribution is an exponential distribution when 77:: 1.

Weibull Distribution

The probability density function is:

c-ic(t
)

t C

exp - , t>,0, b)O, c>0
f(t; C, b)

0 elsewhere

where b is the scale parameter and c is the shape parameter. The

Weibull djstrthutjon is sometimes known as the type II extreme value

distribution.

The statistical parameters are:

r(4_+l)
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p(x) - 1 -(a+x)/c-e -(a+x)/c- e
C A-Ill. 9

With- c <x< , where x is the variate, and a and c are the scale and
shape parameter, respectively.

The cumulative probability is:

By the method of moments, the parameters have been evaluated as:

a)/c-1LL
and c = A-Ill. 12

PIT

where = .57721. . . a Euler's constant, ,1J is the mean, and Q- is

the standard deviation. This distribution has a constant coefficient of

skewness equal to C5 = 1.139.

A-Ill. 11

Varnce = b2
(

F( + 1) - (r+ + 1)) 2)
93

When c 1, the Weibull distribution is equivalent to the exponential
distribution; in this case the Weibull Scale Parameter S equals the
reciprocal of the exponential distribution parameter X

Gumbel Distribution

This distribution is mostly used to analyze extreme events.
Its probability density function is:

- (a+x)/c
P(Xx) ee A-Ill. 10



IV. Frequency-Curve-Fitting and the Testing of Goodness of Fit

Regrouping of the Data

The significant features of continuous variates are best shown

by regrouping the observations into classes. There is no rigorous set

of rules for determining the length of class intervals for grouping data

in an optimum manner, and the number of interval selected is also

arbitrary. However, a general rule of thumb embraced by many writ-

ers is that there should be from seven to twenty Intervals when there

are, say, more than fifty observations. An equation sometimes used

is that the number of class intervals equals 5 log N, where N is the

number of observations. The smaller the quantity of data, the smaller

the number of classes. For many observations constituting a large

sample, the number of classes should be greater than twenty for pre-

cise work. In any event, it is certain that factors, such as the number

of observations, the range of values, and the purpose for which the

data are to be employed, play a part in deciding the number of class

intervals.

In order to avoid having measurements fall on the boundary of

two adjacent class intervals, it is customary to choose class intervals

to unit beyond the accuracy of the measurements, the first class

commencing below the smallest recorded value, and the last class

ending .. unit above the maximum observation. It is assumed in such
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a classification that aU measurements in a given class interval have

been assigned the value at the midpoint of the Interval. This midpoint

value is called the class mark for that Interval.

The number of observations for any one class mark is known

as the frequency for that class mark. A graphical representation of

the distribution of the frequencies over the range of class marks is

known as a histogram. A rectangle of height proportional to the fre-

quency for any class mark is erected over that value.

When the variate is discrete, the histogram Is formed as for

the continUOUS case, the height of the rectangle above any discrete

value being proportional to the frequency of occurrence of that number.

In cases when unequal class Intervals are used, the charting

of the data should be made according to frequency densities rather

than actual frequencies. The principle behind this construction Is that

histograms are constructed in such a way that the areas in the col-

umns are proportional to the actual frequencies.

Chi-Square Test

In order to test whether a theoretical probability distribution

is a good model or a sample, we use as a measure of the extent to

which the observed and expected frequencies agree, the statistic:

k 2

A-IV.1
1=1 np(xj)



frequency of the value x1 in the sample

proposed population probability

size of a random sample

number of classes

From equation A-IV. 1 It can be seen that increasingly large

values of X2 may be thought of as corresponding to Increasingly poor

experimental agreement. It can be shown (29) that for large samples,

say n 50, this statistic is distributed approximatively as chi-square.

The chi-square distribution has one , 1) , the number of de-

grees of freedom. The degrees of freedom, V , are the number of

independent cell frequencies less the number of population parameters,

h, estimated from the sample. This is written V = k - 1 - h. The

expected frequency of each possible value should not be too small for

the chi-square distribution to adequately approximate the distribution

of the test statistic. A rule of thumb frequently used Is to group the

values so that the expected frequency in all cells is no less than five,

I.e. , np(x1) 5.

V. Method for Generating Random Values from Common
Distributions Based upon Tabulation of Random

Standard Uniform Variates

Hahn and Shapiro (30) show that the uniform probability trans-

formation uses the fact that the cumulative probability density function
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where

f1 =

p(x1) =

n =

k =



of any continuous variate is uniformly distributed over the interval

(0, 1), that is, for any random variable y with probability density

f(y) the variate

F(y) =f f(x) dx A-V.1

is uniformly distributed over (0. 1), or F(y) has the probability density

function

g(F(y)) = 1, 0 y 1 A-V.2

f(y)

F(y) 1.0
0.8
0.6

0.4
0.2

00
y

Fig. A-V. 1: Generation of Random Variate by
Uniform Probability Tratisformation

Thus, a value of the random variable y from an arbitrary probability

density function f(y) can be obtained as follows (see Fig. A-V. 1):

y
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thus

and therefore

F(y) = 1 - exp (- (-i--
)C)

A-V.5

A-V.6

A-V.7

A-V.8

Since F(y) is uniformly distributed over (0, 1) we take a standard uni-

form random variate R and obtain the desired Weibull variate as:

or

that is

t b(-in(1 - F(t)

Generate a random value R from a uniform distribution

over (0, 1)

Set Ru F(y) in equation A-V. 1

Solve the resulting expression for y

As an example, consider the generation of a random variate

from the two parameter Weibull probability density function
t c-i tf(t; c,b) 1 b exp (- )

t0, b>0, c>0 A-V.3

F(y) =
y c-i C

C t
) ) A-V.4exp(- b

so we can write

in (1 - F(y) ) = -(

b

t
b

= (-in (1 - F(t) )

)

i/c

C

i/c
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The uniform probability transformation is particularly appropriate

when as an example, the required Integration can be explicitly per-

formed and the resulting equation easily solved. In other cases we

must resort to numerical methods to solve equation A-V. 1 for y.

VI. Determination of the Weibull Distribution Parameters
By The Method of Moments (31)

The mean of the Weibull distribution is:

b I'(l + _.L) A-VI.1

and the variance is:

2 b2
2 - F2 (._L+1) ) A-VI.2

= (F(---- +1)

or
2 2 = F (......L + 1) A-VI.6

b2

Now taking equation A-Vt. 3 and multiplying both sides by
2 +

we get:
2 2

2 2 2 2 ,2 (.....L +1) c +FL . . A-VI.7
Q fL=b £

______ c

Squaring equation A-VI. 1, we get:
2 b2F2 (1+-!.-)

C

cr2 = b2 17(4 +1)

A-Vt. 3

A-Vt. 5
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We can write equation A-VI. 2 as:

b2 F (....!_ + 1) - b2 17
(1 + 1) A-VI.4

Adding equations A-Vt. 3 and A-Vt. 4 we get:



or

2 +

- F2(4_+1)

The left hand side of equation A-VI. 10 is known, so we can determine

c, the shape parameter, by trial and error. At the most, six trials

are needed.

The scale parameter, b, can be determined from equation

A-VI. 1.

From equations A-VI.6 and A-VI.8 we get:

fl4+i) N (4-+ 1) 2

or
2

F(-ë-- +1)

A-VI 9

A-VL 10
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APPENDIX B

COMPUTER PROGRAMS

I. Program ZSEP

'Purpose: The purpose of this program is twofold:

The program accepts as Input time series data and converts

it into daily, weekly, monthly and yearly totals both printed

and on cards.

The program also separates out cards for given time

periods.

Inputs:

I Cardi

Col. 1-10 (integer) Beginning day of series

Col. 11-20 (integer) Beginning month of series

Col. 2 1-30 (integer) Beginning year of series

Col. 3 1-40 (integer) Beginning week of series

II Card 2

Col. 1-10 (integer) Number of periods to separate

out of data (N)

III Cards 3 - N + 2 (each card gives beginning and ending date

of the parts of the series to separate out)
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Col. 1-10 Year of beginning date of time period to

separate out

Col. 11-20 Month of same

Col. 21-30 Dayof same

Col. 3 1-40 Year of ending date of time period to

separate out of data

Col. 41-50 Month of same

Col. 51-60 Day of same

There are exactly N of the above cards where N is as

input on card two.

Data Part II Cards N + 2 -- end of data

These cards are the time series punched in the following

format. They must be in time sequential order. These

cards are the output from Program ZSTORM.

1. Format for each data card

Col. 1-10 Blank

Col. 11-18 Storm duration (F format)

Col. 19-26 Time between storms (F format)

(if storm duration is greater than zero then time between

storms is zero and vice-versa).

Col. 27-34 Rain depth (F format)

(This is zero if storm duration is zero)



2. Last card of data:

Col. 11-18

(This card stops the read-in of data).

Outputs:

Printed output

Rainfall amounts by day for each month and monthly

total

At the end of every year, rainfall amounts by month

and yearly total

At the end of the series of rainfall for every year

Weekly rainfall for each week of the series

Punched output

Rainfall amounts by day and date

(These have a 1 punched In Column 2)

Rainfall amounts by month and date

(These have a 2 punched in Column 2)

Rainfall amounts by year and date

(These have a 3 punched in Column 2)

Rainfall amounts by week

(These have a 4 punched in Column 2)

Cards duplicating the input cards for the parts of

the time series that were desired to separate out

(These have a blank In Column 2).
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The format of the above cards is as follows:

C ol. 2 Data type code

Co].. 11-18 Storm Duration

Col. 19-26 Time between storms

Col. 27-34 Storm depth

Col. 46-47 Month of card

Col. 49-50 Day of card

Col. 52-53 Year of card (19 XX)
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Flow Chart for Program ZSEP

/Read in initial
/ data

Initialize day,
month, year,

time of day, week

/ Read a card
/from time series

Time time on card
/ Punch

/ duplicate card \
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/Print monthly\
/date, punch same\

/ Print yearly total
/by month, punch sarne\
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(End of data)

/Print and punch\
/ daily results for/ last month

/ Print arid punch
/monthly results for/ last year

V

/ Print and punch
/yearly results for entire

/ series

/Print and punch
/ weekly results

End
\
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ZSEP ,CM60000 '1200 8N63go3 37.
RUN (5,, ,c, .000O0Q)
LGO.

PkOGRAM SEPAR( 1MPUT,0UTpuT,pujc
DIMENS!OI4 TEST (20,3,2) .DA#A1N( 52) ,M0RAI?( 52) ,yRRAI

(100),WKRAJN7o
AG ) MCAR0( 3) 0CARD( 3) 12
REAL MORAIN,NCARD
INTEGER TESTOLDAY,0LMU,0LYR,TWEEK,WK,DAY,0LD,TOP,B

OTsBEGIN
DAV(12) 31

DAY(11) 30
DAY10) - 31
DAY(9) 30
DAY(8) 31
DAY(7) 31
DAV(6) 30
DAY(S) 31
OAY(4) 30
DAY(3) 31
DAY(2) 28
DAY(1) 31
00 200 I = 1,700
WKRAIN(II 0.

200 CONTINUE
TOM 0.
TOM 180.
TWEEK 0
00 16 1 1s52
DARAIN(1) 0.
MORAU4U) 0.

16 WKRAIN(I) 0.
READ 1,NDAY,NMO,NYR,WK
READ 2'N
DO 3 I leN
READ4,(TEsT(1,J,K),J 1,3),K 1,2)

3 C0NTNUE
FORMAT(4110)

2 FORMAI(TiO)
4 FORMAT(4110)

BEGIt NYR
DO 5 1 13
OCARD(I) 0.

5 CON1ZriJE
66 READ 6eNCARD(I),I 1.3)
6 FORMAT(1OX,3fr8.a)

NCARD(1) 5.*NCARD(1)
NCARD(2) NCARO(2)*5.
OLDAY NDAY
OLP4O NMO
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OLYR NYR
IF(NCARo(1).EQo1) H 1

IF(NCAROi2) .EQ.O. U 2
XF(NCARO(1.LT,o,) GO TQ 1000

1001 CONTINUE
GO TO 7,8,iI

7 TORY NCARD(2)
2 TTEST 1440.IDA?

IF(TDRY.GE.TTESfl GO 10 9
IDA? TDAY+TDRY
GO TO 20

9 IDA? 0.
TWEEK TWEEK +1
TDRY TDRYTTEsT
IF(TWEEK.LT,7) GO TO 21
TWEEK 0

WK WK +1
21 ZF(NDAY.GE.IDAMQiuNMo,NyR,DAy)) GO TO 22

NDAY NDAY +1
GO 10 23

8 TWET = NCARD(1)
RAIN = NCARD3)/TWET

2 TIEST 1440.IDA?
IFITWET.GE.TTEST) GO 10 24
IDA? = IDA? + TWET
DARAIN(NDAY) DARAIN(NOAY+TWET*RAI
WKRAIN(WK) WKRAjNLwK+TWET*RAIN
GO 10 20

24 TWEEK TWEEK+1
TWET TWETTIEST
DARAIN(fDA?) DARA1N(NDAY) +TTEST*RAIN
WKRAIN(WK) = WKRA!N(WK)+TTEST*RAIN
1DM 0.
IF1TWEEK.L1.7 GO 10 25
IWEEK 0
WK WK+1

2 IF(NDAY. IDAM0N(NMO,NYR,DAY) GO TO 22
NDAY NOAY+1
GO 10 26

22 MORA1N(MMO) 0.
DO 27 K 1,NDAY
MORAIN(NMO) MORA!N(NMO) +DA1AIN(K

21 CONTI$u
PRINT 28,NMO,c4yR,(L,DARA1N(L).L = 1,NDAY)

28 FORMAT*1 MONTHLY RAINFALL TOTALS FOR *124,19*12/
A* DAY OF MONTH DAILY RA1NFALL*//(1OX,12,F20.4

*4*
IXP 1

PUNCH 500,(JXP,DARAIN(L),NMO,L,NYR,L 1,MDAY)

500 F0gMAT(I2,23x,F9.5,1ox,3I3
PRINT 29,NMO,NYR,MORAINN4MO)
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29 FOMAT(/* TOTAL *12* 19*!2,F1,4)00 201 MT 1.0
DARAIN(NT) = 04

201 CONTINUE
40 IF(MMO.GE.12) GO 10 42

NDAY =1
NO NMO+1
GO TO (23,26),I1

42 YRRA1N(NYR)
00 43 L 112
YRRA1N(MYRJ YRRAIN( NYR)+MQRAIN( L)

43 CONTINUE
PRINT 44 NYRP(L,'4ORA1NLL),L I12
IXP 2

KXP 0

PUNCH 500.(.IXP,MORA!N(L),L,KXP,NYR,L 1,12)
PRINT 63,NY,YRRAlN(NyR

44 FORMAT(*]L MONTHLY RAINFALL TOTALS FOR 19*12//*
MONTH RA

AJNFALL*//12(I11,F13,4/) I
63 FORMAT(//* TOTAL FOR 19*12,F9.4)

NYR NYR+1
t*1O S 1

NDAY 1

60 10 (23,26)T1
20 CONTINUE

00 45 L 1,N
TOP ITE5T(TESTL,1,fl ,TEST(L,2,2),TEST(L,3,2))
801 = IIEST(TESTIL,I,1),TESTtL,2,1j ,TE5T(L,3,1)
NEW ITEST(NDAY,NMO,NYR)
OLD LTEST(OLOAY,OLfrlQ,OLYR)
IF(UEW.GE.BOT) GO 10 47
GO TO 4

47 IF(OLD.LE.TOP) GO TO 48
45 CONTLNU

GO TO 46
48 IF(OLD.L1.eOT) GO TO 49

PUNCH 60,CNCARD(!) 1,3),w1o,NoAy,Nyr
60 FQRMAT(1ox,F8.2,F8.1,F8.5,lOx,Z13)

GO 10 46
49 PUNCH 6O,(0CAR(1),I l,3),0LMOOLDAY,O1YR

PUNCH 60,(NCARDI1),I 1,3) ,NMO,NDAY,NYR
46 DO 67 1

OCARDfl} = NCARD(I)
6? CONTiNUE

OLDAY NDAY
OLMO = MMO
OLYR = NYR
GO To 66

1000 COITINUE

MORAIN(NMO) 0.
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00 61 1 1,NOAY
MURAJN(NMC) NORAININMO, +DARA(j

61 CONTINUE
YRRAIN(iYR) o.
00 52 1 IcNMO
YRRAD4(NYR YRRAIN(NYR) + iORA1N(1)

62 CONTINUE
PRINT 28.NMONYR,U,0A(AIN(I),I 1,NAy)
IXP = 1

PUNCII SOO,(IXP.DARAIN(L, ,NMO,L,NYR,L 1,N0?kY)
PRINT 29,NM0,MYR,oRA1NtNMo)
PRINT 44NYRt(i,MORAINU),j I,Mr40)
IXP 2

KXP 0

rUNCH $O0$(IXPiMORAINU),I,KXP,NYR,I 1,MMO
PRINT 5,NyR,YRRAjN{NyR)
PRINT 64,(j,yRAjN(l),J 8EGXN,NYR)

4 FORMAT(*i YEARLY RAiNFALL TOTALS*,,,* YEAR
RAINFALL*//(a

A 19*I2,12.1I))
IXP 3

KXP U

PUNCH 500,(IXP,YRRAIN(I),KXP,KXp.101 BEG1N,NYR}
PRINT 65,L1,WKRAIN(I),j 1.WK)

65 FORFIAT(*1 WEEKLY RAINFALL T0TALS*,,* WEEK
RAINFALL*/( 16,

AF13.4/)
IXP4
KXP C
PUNCH 500,(LXP,WKRAIN(I),L,KXP,KXP,1 IsWK1
END
FUNCTION IDAMOPI(MO,YR,DAY)
PIMENSION OAY(12)
INTEGER YR.DAY
IDAMOr4 DAY(MO)
IFL( (yR/4)*4) .EQ.yR.AIWMOEQ.2) IDAMON =
RETURN
END
FUNCTION I1ESTDAY,MONTH,YEAR)
INTEGER DAY,YEAR
ITEST DAY+100*MONTH+10000*YEAR
RETURN
END
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U. Program ZSTORM

Purpose: To accept data in a time series not grouped into storms and

to convert the data into storms given that a period of time

(the lag time), in which no rain falls, indicates the end of

the storm. This lag time Is input.

Inputs:

Card 1: Lag time

Col. 1-10 Lag time from last rainfall which Indicates

the end of a storm (in five minute intervals,

integer format)

Cards 2 - end of data

Time series data not grouped in storms in the following

for mat

Col. 11-18 Storm duration

Co].. 19-26 Time between storms

Col. 27-34 Storm depth

Col. 50-51 Ending month of card

Col. 52-53 Ending day of card

Col. 54-5 5 Ending year of card

Col. 56-57 Ending hour of card (military time)

Col. 58-59 Ending minute of card

III A card with -9 is needed to stop the read in

Col. 11-18 - -9



Output:

I Printed: A record of each storm giving

Total amount of rain

Ending date of storm

Storm duration

Amount of rain falling during each 5-minute

interval during the storm

II Punched: A set of cards (without dates) similar to the

input data, but with rainfall totals for rainfall

regrouped into storms in units of five minutes

Format:

C ol. 11-18 Storm duration

Col. 19-26 Time between storms

Col. 27-34 Storm depth
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Flow Chart for Program ZSTORM

ar

I
/Reaci in lag time\

Initialize variables

/Read a

/ card

114

/ Puncha \
/drY period card\

V

Initialize dry
period = 0

Calculate rain
intensity for card



Read
a card

Dry\
or storm

storm/

Calculate storm
duration and depth

V/ Print
/storm results

/ Punch
/ a storm card

V

Add time on card
to dry period

Calculate rain
for five-minute

interval

Increase interval
counter

Subtract time used
from

time on card
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Enough
time left on

card for five-
minute
interval



(end)

Storm

rYjI

V/ Punch a/ dry card

Set proper number
of dry 5-minute

intervals

Calculate
, storm duration

and depth

/ Print'
/ storm

/ results

V

/Punch a \
/ storm card\

Stop
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ZSTORM,ThO,BN683O0337
RUN(S ,,,.2UO000O)
LGO.

PROGRAM STORM( IMPUT,OUTPUT,PUCH)
DiMENSION Z(3),pAIN{4000
READ 1'LAG.N

1 FORMAT(2110)
DO 2 I 1M
I 0.
DRY = 0.
A 0,
NSTORM 1

NRAIN 1

5 CONTINUE
READ3,(ZJI,J 1,3),IOATE

3 FORMAT( 1OX.3F8.O,5x,I1o)
IF(ZC1).GT.O.) GO TO 4
IF(Z(1).EQ.-9.) 00 10 20
DRY DRY+Z(2)/5,
GO TO 5

4 CONTINUE
6 FORMAT(1OX,F8.2,F8.1,F8.5)
DRY = 0,

10 TRAIN 2(1)15,
RDEPTH 2(3)/TRAIN
LF(T.EQ.0.) GO TO 7
IF((1.-1).GT.TRA1N) GO 108
TRAIN TRAIN-(1.-T)
RAIN(NRAIN) RAIN(NRAIN)+(1.-T)*ROEPTH
1 0.
NRAIN NAIN+1

7 NAOD = 1FIX(TRAIN)
NIOP NRAIN+NADD-1
DO 9 K NRAIN,NTOP
RAIN(K) = RDEPTH

9 CONTINUE
I TRAIN-FLOAT.(NADD)
NRAIN NTOP+l
RAIN(NRAIN) T*RDEPTH

12 CONTINUE
READ3,(Z(J),J = 1,3),IDATE
IF(Z(1).GT.0.) GO 10 10
L = IFIX(Z(2)/5.-1)
IF(L.GT.LAG GO TO 11
IF(Z(1).EO.-9. GO TO 20
IF(L1.-T),GT.Z(2)15.) GO 1013
DRYTIME = Z(2)/5.
IF(T.EQ.O,J GO TO 14
DRYTIME DRYTIME-T
NRAIN NRAIN+1
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14 NAOD IFTX(DRYTIME)
MTOP NRAIN+NADD
00 15 K NRAIN,NTOP
RAIN(Kè 0.

15 CONTINUE
T DRYTIME-FLOATCNADD)
NRAIN NTOP
GO TO 12

13 1 T+Z42)/5.
GO TO 12

8 1 T+TRAIN
RAIM(NRALN) RAIN(NRAIN)+RDEPTH
GO TO 12

11 SUM 0.
00 50 K 1,MRAIN
SUM SUM+RAINCyJ

50 CONTINUE
TIME = FLQAT(NRAIN)-(1.-T)
IF (T.EQ,Q.) NRAIN NRAIN-1
PRINT 23,IDATE,TIME,SUM

23 FORMATfI13.2F15.5)
PRINT 22,N5TORM,(RAINru,K = 1,NRAIN)

22 FORMAT(///* STORM PATTERNS BY FIVE MINUTE INTERVAL
S FOR STORM NUM

ABER*14//(1X,17F7.5/)
MRAIN I

NSTORM NSTORI1i
DRY DRY +Z(2)/5
T 0.
GO TO 5

20 IF(NRAIN,GT.1) GO 10 16
lF(DRY.GT.O.) PUNCH 6,A,DRY,A
GO 10 17

16 SUM 0.
DO 18 K 1NRAZN
SUM SUM+RAIN(K)

18 CONTiNUE
TIME FLOAT(NRAIN)-(1.-T
IF(T.EQ.0.) NRAIN tRAIN-1
PRINT 23,IDATE,TIME,SUM
PRINT 22,NSTORM,(RAIN(K),K 1,NRAIN)

17 CONTINUE
2 CONTiNUE

END
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III. Program ZREG

Purpose: To do a linear regression analysis on two arrays of data

X(I) and Y(I) where each X(I) is an observation of an inde-

pendent variable and each Y(I) is an observation of the

corresponding dependent variable for I 1 - 2050 (maximum)

Inputs:

Cardl

Col. 1-3 Number of time periods to be used (N)

Cards2-N+1

Time periods to be used (N similar cards)

Format

Col. 1- 4 Blank

Col. 5- 6 Year of beginning of time period to be used

Col. 7- 8 Month of same

Col. 9-10 Day of same

Col. 11-14 Blank

Col. 15-16 Year of end of time period to be used

Col. 17-18 Month of same

Col. 19-20 Day of same

(If dates are not on input time series set N + 1 and put

in one blank card)

III Cards N + 2 end of data

X and Y values



Output:

I

120
F or mat

Col. 11-la Xvalue

Col. 27-34 Yvalue

Col. 46-47 Month of card

Col. 49-50 Day of card

Col. 52-53 Year of card (19XX)

IV Last card

Col. 11-18 Any negative number--this stops the read in
Note: The program ignores any card which has a zero
for both the X and the Y value

Statistics for X and Y variables including

mean

variance (biased)

St. deviation (biased)

skewness

kurtioses

central moments 1-4

best regression equation of form E(Y/X) = a + bx

correlation coefficient

confidence intervals for a and b

confidence intervals for the regression line



III 1. Y values with percent residuals about regression

line according to formula: percent residual =

( (observed depth - regression depth)I regression

depth) X 100

2. punched output

Y values and percent residuals for each Y

Format

Col. 11-18 Yvalue

Col. 27-34 residual
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Flow Chart for Program ZREG

122



Compute statistics
and cross products

V

/ Print
/ statistics

'V

Solve for E(X/Y

Solve for confidence
intervals for a and b

V

Solve for confidence
intervals about

regression curve

\/

Compute correlation
coefficient

/ Print results of
/ regression analysis\

Compute percent
residuals

/Print residuals\

Stop
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ZREG.CM60000 .T1OO,Bt6B0O337.
MOD E 1.

RUN (S)

LGO.

PROGRAM RER( INPUT,OUTPUT,pUp)
DIMENSION COMF(3),T(8)

A ,X(2050),y(2050)
B CA(8.2J,PTCI(1o)
C ,CIXt 10) ,CIRLP(8,1o) .CIRLM(8,1o)
0 .C3C8'2)
E,KTEST(2,20)
DIMENSION XMU(1O) ,Y.MU(10)

C SET TABLE POINTS
CONF(1) .50
CONF(2) .8
CONF(3) .9
COt4F(4) .95
CONF(5) .98
CONF(6) .99
CONF(7 .998
CONF(S) .999
1(1) .674
1(2) 1.282
1(3) 1.645
1(4) 1.96
Tt5 3 2.326
T(6) = 2.5Th
1(7) 3.09
T(3) 3.991

C READ IN DATA
READ 2000,NTEST,NPROG
READ 2001,((KTEST(I,J),I 1,2),J 1.NTEST)

2000 FORMAT(2131
2001 FORMAT(2r10)

MslNcO
2003M=M-1
2002 N N+1

M = P1+1
READ 1,z,Q,It1O,IDA.rYR
IF(Z.LT.O.) GO IC) 2004
IDATE IOA+100*IMO+10000*IYR
F0RMAT(1O,F8.O,8X,F8.0,10X,3I3)

00 2005 1 lN1EST
IF(IDATE.GE.KTEST(1,I).ANO.IDATE.LE.KTEST(2,I3) GO

10 2003

2Q05 CONTiNUE
IF(NPROG,EQ,-0) GO TO 2006
Z FLOAT(N)

2006 IF(Z.EO.Q..AND.o.EQ.O.) GO 10 2003
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X(M) Z
Y(M) 0
GO TO 2002

2004 CONTINUE
M M-1
K M
AM FLOAIK)
K = M+1
DO 3 J K,2050

XBAR = 0.
YBAR = 04

C COMPUTE SUM OF XSuMx) APD SUM OF Y(SUMY)
C COMPUTE SUM OF > SQUARE(SXSQ) AND V SQUARESY5Q
C COMPUTE MEAN OF X(XE3AR) AND 'Y(Y8AR)

00 4 1 1M
IF(X(Zi.EO.-0..OR,y(I).EQ.-0.) GO TO 1000
SUMX SUMX+X(1)
SUY 5UY+Y(I)
SUMXV SUMXY+X(I*Y(i)
SXSQ SXSQ+X(I)*X(I>
SUMXCU = SUMXCU+XCfl**3
S(JMYCU SUMYCU+Y(I)**3
5UMXFO SUMXFO+X(H**4
SUMYFO = SUMVFO+Y(I)**4

4 SYSQ $,YSQy(J)*y(1)
Xk3AR SUMX/FLQAT(M)
ThAR SUMY/FLOAT(M)
XMU2) = SXSQ/AP+_(StJMX/AM)**2
YMU(2) SYSQ/AM_(SUMY/AM)**2
XMU(3) SUMXCU/AM_3.*,UMX/AM*SXSQ/AM+2.*SUMXJAM)*

*3
YMU(3) SUMYCU,AM_3.*S&JMY/AM*SYSQ/AM+2.*(SUMY/A)*

*3
XMU(4) SUMXFO/AM4.*SUMX/AM*5UMXCU/AM+6**tM

)**2*SXSQ/AM
A-3.* C $UMX/AM) **4
YMU(4 z SUMVFO/AM_4,*UMY/AM*SUfr1YCU/AM+6.*(5uM

)**Z*Sy5Q/AM
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XCJ) -0.
3 Y(J)

C SET SUM VALUES TO ZERO
SUMX 0.
SUMY 0.
SUMXY 0.
sxSQ = 04
SYSQ 0.
SUMXCU 0.
SUMYCU 0,
SUMXFO * 0.
SUMYFO 0.
XMU(1) 0,
YU(1) 0.



A3e*CSUMY/AM)**4
XSD = SORTX4tJ2))
Yso 5QRT(YU(2))
XSKEW XMU(3)/XMU(2)**1.5
Y5KE
XKURT
YKUF.T YMU(4)/YMU(2)**2
PRINT 5000

PRINT SOO2XBAR*XMU(,XSO,XSKEW,XKURT,XMU(IC,,!C
14)

PRINT 5001
PRINT SQO2YBARYN1U(2),Y5D,YSKEW,YKURT,(YMUC.IC),1C

14)
5000 FORMATU* STATISTICS FOR X VARIABLE*,,)
5001 FORMAT(*1 STATISTICS FOR Y VARIABLE*/,)
5002 FORMAT(//* 1EAN

VARIANCE *E15.7/
B* STD DEVIATION *E15,7/

S$(EWNE$S
0* KURIOSIS
E* CENTRAL MOMENTS OF VARIABLE*//
E* MU1
F* MU2 *E15.7,
G* MU3 *E15,7,
H* MU4 *E15,7)

C SOLVE FOR REGRESSION CURVE''' Y
8 (AM*SU!.1XYSUMX*sUMY) / (AM*SXSQ_SUMX*SUMX)
A YBAR8*XAR

C GEl ESTIMATE OF STD DEVIATION ABOUT REGRESSION CURVE
SUM 0.
005 I1,M
SUM SUM(Y(IJA_5*X(I))**2

5 C0NT1NU
S SQRTSUM/(AM-2.))

C CONSTRUCT CONFiDENCE iNTERVALS FOR A AND 8
DO 60 I 1'8
Z8 (T(1)*S)/SQRT(SXSQ-AM*XBAR*X8AP)
ZA TCI)*S*SQRT(j../AM+(XBAR*XBAR)/(SXSQAM*XBAR*XB

AR))
CA(J,j. A+ZA
CA(I,2) A-ZA
CB(I,1) 13+18

.60 CB(I,2) 3-ZB
C CONSTRUCT CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ABOUT REESSION CURV
( 4H* E

XMIN X(1
XMAX x(1)
DC 7 1 1M
XMIN AMIN1(XMIN,X(I))
XMAX = AMAX1XMAX,X(I))

7 CONTINUE
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STEP = XMAX/9,
BEGIN 0.
NINT 10
00 10 J 1,10
PTCI(J) = A+B*CEGIN)
CIX(J) BEGIN
DO 11 I 1,8

SQRT(l,/AM+(BEG!N-XBAR)**2/SXSQAM*XBAR*XBAR)

A *1(1)
CIRLP U,j) PTCI(J) +Zx*s
CRLFU,J) PTCl(J)Z)*5

ii CONTINUE
10 BEGIN BEGIN+STEP

c C0IPUTE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT.'R
ANUM SUMXY-SUMX*SUMYJN
DENOM SQRT( (SXScAM*XSAR*XBAR)*SYSQ_AM*YSAR*YBAR

R = ANUM/DENOM
C PRiNT RESULTS
C REGRESSiON CURVE

C CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
C CONFiDENCE INTERVALS FOR PARAMETERS
C CONFiDENCE INTERVALS FOR REGRESSION CURVE

PRINT 50
50 FORMAT{*1 RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS*)

PRINT 51,A,8
1 FORMAT(//* BEST LINEAR FJT*/* REGRESSION EQUATIO N

tt
'

A *FB.5*X*)
PRINT 55,R

55 FORt4A1(/* CORRELATiON COEFFICIENT '4R *F7.5
PRINT 52,CONF( I),CA(I,1),CA(I,2),CB( I.1),CE3(I,2),I

= 1,8)
52 FOMAT(///*1CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR A AND 3/* CON

ELDENCE LEVEL

A UPPER BOUND A LOWER BOUND A UPPER BOUND B
LOWER BOUND 5*/

C(F17./+,F18.4,F15.4,F18.4,F15.4/)
C PRINT OUT CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ABOUT REGRESSION CURV

c *** E

DO 54 1 = 1.8
PRINT 3,CQNFU),(CIRLP(PJ)9J = 1,1O).(PTCJ)'J

1,l0),(CIRLM(I

A,J)J = 1,10),(CIX(J)' 1,10)

53 FORMAT(*1CONFIDENCE LIMITS ABOUT REGRESSION LIN*//
1* CONFIDENCE L

AEVEL *F7.//* UPPER SOUND oF CONF 10F9.4/ FluE
0 V VALUE *

t310F9.4/* LOWER BOUND OF CiNF*10F944/* ACTUAL X VALU
ES *10F9.4)



54 CONTINUE
C C3MPUTE RESIDUALS

DO 3000 I = 1,N
RES1D = (YCI )A-8*x( I) )/(A+B*X(I))*lOQ.
IFU.EQ.1) PRINT 3001

3001 FORMAT(*1 VARIATE NUMBER X VALUE

PRINT3002,I ,X( I iY( I) '<E5ID
3002 F0RMAT(I11,F17.2,2F12.)

PUNCH 3003,X(I),RESID
3003 FORMAT(10X,Fe.2,F16.3)
3000 COt4TINUE
1000 CONTINUE

END

I

V VALUE
RESIDUAL*)
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IV. Chi Square Program
Purpose: The purpose of this series of programs is to do Chi Square

tests on variables defined from 0 - 00 to compare them
with theoretical distributions.

The Chi Square program for the Gamma will be dis-
cussed here, and the other CM Square teats available will
be listed.

This CM Square program was written to do Clii Square
tests on zero to infinity variables. Since we were con-

cerned with storm duration, time between storms, and

storm depth, outputs are in terms of those three names.

The steps the program goes through are as follows:

Reads input data;

Rank orders input data from lowest to highest

number;

Groups input data into non-constant interval sizes

with input basic Interval size and minimum number

in the interval.

The program determines each interval as follows:

starts at 0 and deterrxilnes if there are enough data

points in the interval to equal the minimum number

of data points. If there are enough data points, it

ends the first interval and goes on to the next. If
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Inputs:

130

there are not enough data points in the interval, the
interval length is increased by the basic interval
size and the program determlnes the number of

points in this interval. This process is repeated

until enough data points exist in the interval.

This process is repeated until no more data points

exist. If there are not 10 data points in the lAst in-

terval, it is collapsed into the next to last interval.

4. The next step in the program is to run the Chi

Square test itself. The formula is

Chi Square 2 (fj - 01)
Mi1

where f1 = expected frequency in interval i

01 = observed frequency in interval i

h = number of intervals

M number of observations

is used to compute the Chi Square values.

Cardi

Col. 1-10 NN

Col. 11-20 NA

Col. 21-30 NB

h
2
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Col. 31-40 NC

where N = number of data cards
NA first field of time series data used

NB = last field of t.tnie series data used
NC step between data fields (if fields 1 and 3

are used, NC = 2, otherwIse NC = 1).

II Cards 2, 3, 4, 5

Col. 11-20 NCI

Col. 21-30 STAP (1)

Col. 31-40 STAP (2)

where NCI = minimum number of observations in inter-

val when the data are regrouped (Nd 5

for validity of Chi Square test)

STAP (1) = basic interval length for time series data

in field 1

III Card 3

Statistical parameters for theoretical distribution for

data in field

N Card4

Same for data in field 2

V Card5

Same for data in field 3

For the Gamma distribution:



1formula f (x, be)
=

be (c-i)

Col. 1-10 r(c)

Col. 11-20 b

Co].. 21-30 c

For cards 3, 4, and 5

If any field is not being used, insert a blank card for

the statistical parameters.

VI Cards6-N1-5

Variables in fields 1, 2, 3

field 1 Col. 11-18 Storm duration

field 2 Col. 19-26 Time between storms

field 3 Col. 27-34 Storm depth

There are N cards of the above format.

Output:

A. Regrouped data including intervals 1 - n1, where I is

data type

For each interval, there is given:

Number of observations in the interval

Interval and points

Interval mid points

Probability of occurrence in the interval

Probability density in the interval
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Number of intervals for each data type

Chi-Square results for each data type

(If the CIII Square value Is greater than 9999. 99 It Is

set to 9999. 99)

The statistical parameters input for each type of data.
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Function PROB (A, B, Theta, I)
lbPurpose: To calculate / p(x)dx

Ia
where:

p(x) = Probability density fnctj
Method used: Simpson's rule

Inputs:

A lower end point of interval Considered

B upper end point of interval Considered

Theta (J, I) - an 8 x 3 matrix with the statistical parani-

eters for the probability distribution(s) being considered
I = 1, 2, or 3 depending on which probability distribution

of the three possible is being used.

Output:

PROB
fb

Error <

Function DEN (X, THETA, I)

Purpose: To compute p(x) for use in the evaluation of
lb

p(x)dx
a

Inputs:

X = point at which (x) needs to be evaluated



Theta = matrix (dimension (8, 3) ) of parameter values

for the probability density

I index which tells program which set of parameter

values to use (I = 1, 2, 3)

Outputs:

Den = P(x)

where P(x) = value of probability density function at X
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VI. Other Chi Square ProFams

For different Clii Square programs the programs are the same,

except the inputs for the statistical parameters are as follows:

I Clii Square for Weibull distribution

Cards 3, 4, 5 parameters for three Weibull distributions

Formula:
c-i C

f (x, a, b, c) = c (x-a) x-a
E b e_(b);x>a

or
C

f(x, a, b, c) = 1 - e (xa) ;x>a

Col. 1-10 a

Col. 11-20 b

Col. 21-30 = c

If any of the three input fields are not being used,

insert a blank card for the statistical parameters.

II CM Square for Exponential Distribution

Use Weibull with C = 1

f(x, a, b, 1) = be -b(x-a) dx ; x > a

Cards 3, 4, 5

same as above with C 1

III Clii Square for Beta Distribution

Cards 3, 4, 5



For tnula:

F (n+) s-i
f(x, s, n) = r(n)r'()

y) dx;

OcZx<r

where r Range

Input format:

Col. 1-10 r

Col. 11-20 S

Col. 21-30 n

IV Chi Square for Log Normal

Formula: -1 2(lnx-/.L)
20
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f(x,, )
1 e dx;

x 0

Col. 1-10 =

Col. 11-20



ZXGAMMA,CM60000,T100 UN683oO37.
MOO El.

RUN(S,,.,. ,50000)
LGO

DIMENSIO? THETAtS,3),STAP(3)
A,NX(3) .Z{3 ,X( 2050,3)
B,MINT (3) V( 101 3) ,NINT 100,3)
C,P(l003) ,HE!GHT(lO0.3}
DAMID(1OO,3),PCUM(3),CHISQ(3)
E,F(100.3)
F. I OF (3)
G.MUMaERC3)

C READ IN UME3 OF DATA CARDS N

C READ IN TYPES TO BE TESTED NA NB NC
C READ iN PARAMETLR VALUES THETA

READ 1.N,NA,NB'NC
1 FORMAT(4110)
2 FORMAT(2110,3F10.0/(8F1O.0))
READ 2,KDF,NCI.(STAP(!r)'IT 1,3),((THETA(I,J)'I

1,3)

C READ IN PARAMETERS NUfrBER OF INDEPENDENT PARAMETER
C *** S ESTIMATED

C MINIMUM OBSERVATIONS IN EACH INTERVAL AND BASIC INTE

C *** RVAL LENGTHS

C READ IN DATA POINTS
DO 3 1 1.3
NXU) -0

3 CONTINUE
DO 6 KRAP = 1,N

READ 4,(Z(J),J = 1,3
4 FORMAT(1OX,3F8.0)

00 5 J = N.A,NB.NC
IF(Z(J1.EO.0.0) GO TO 5
NX(J) NX(J)+1
IT NX(J)
IF(J.EQ.1.OR.J.EQ2) 1(J) Z(J3/5.0

X(IT,J) = 1(J)
5 CONTINUE
6 CONTINUE

00 7 K 1,3
1K = NX(K)+1
DO 7 L = IK,2050
X(L,K) 0.0

7 CONTINUE
C. ORDER DATA

00 8 M = NA,NB,NC
N NX(M)
II I

XMIN xti!,M)
' DO 10 JJ 1I'M
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IFsXMIN.L1,X(JJ,M)) GO TO 10
TEMP XIM
XMIN XtJJ.M
X(JJ,M) TEMP

10 CONTINUE
X(II,M) XMIM
II 11+1
XMIN X(II,M)
IFCIJ.LT.N) GO TO 9

8 CONTINUE
C GROUP DATA
C P(A,8) IS PROBABILITY FOB INTERVAL (A,B)
C NINT(A.B IS THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN INTERVAL
C A
C FOR DATA TYPE 3
C PA,6) IS PROBABL1Ty IN INTERVAL A
C FOR DATA TYPE B
C HEIGhT(A,B) IS THE HEIGHT OF HISTOGRAM 3LOCKA
C FOR DATA TYPE B
C V(A,O) AND V(A+1,8) ARE END PT OF INTERVAL A
C FOR DATA TYPE B
C AMJD(A,B) iS THE MIDPOINT OF INTERVAL A
C FOR DATA TYPE B

64 CONTINUE
DO 100 IP 13
MINT(IP) O
DO 100 JP 1.100
V(JP.IP) 0.

100 CONTINUE
00 13. KK NA.NB,NC
STEP = STAP(KK}
AEND 1.5*sTtP
BEGIN
LL 1

INT 1

15 NUM = 0
13 IF(LL,EQ.tNX(KK)+1) GO TO 16

IFCX(LL,KK).GT.AEMD) GO TO 12
MUM N$JM+1

LI LL+1
GO TO 13

12 lF(NUM.LT.NCI GO TO 14
NINT(1NT,KK) MUM
P(INT,KK) FLOAT(NUM}/FLOAT(NX(KK))
HE1GHT(INT,KK} = P(INT,KK)/(AEND8EGIN)
V(INT+1,KK> AEND
INT INT+1
BEGIN AEt4D

AEND = AEND +STEP
GO TO 15

14 AEND AEND+STEP
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GO. TO 13
16 IF(NUM.GT.1O) O TO 17

BEGI1
IMT INT-i
NUM NUM+MLNT(INT3KK)

17 P(INT,KK) fLOAT(NUM)/FL0AflNXK)
HEIGHT(INT,Kf(} P(INT,KK)/(AEND-BEGIN,
V(INT+1,KK = AEND
NINT(INT,KK) NUN
MINT(KK) TNT

11 CONTINUE
C EVALUATE MIDPOINTS

00 18 KKA NANB,NC
MINT(KKA

DO 19 KKC = 1'KKE3
AMIO(KKCøKA) V(KKC,KKA)+.5*(v(KKC+1,KKA)-V(KKC,K

KA))
19 CONTINUE
18 CONTINUE

C PRINT GROUPED DATA
PRINT 20

20 FORMAT(*1ou SQUARE TE5TS*//13X5TORM DURATION*23X*

GO TO (21,23,27)eNN
27

IAMID(MM, I IA) ,NINT(MM,I IA) ,P(MM,l LA) ,NEIGH
I (MM. hA) ,IIA

Al 3).(V(MM+1,ItB)IT8 = 1,NB)
30 FORMAT2fF1O.1,26X).13)
31 FORMAT(26X,F10.1,14,F815,F8.6)FlQ3I4FB15tF8.4/

A2 CFIO. 1 ,26X) sF10.3)
MM MM+1

140

TIME BETWEEN ST
XORMS*16X*STORM DEPTH*//3(* END PT MID PT NUMB P

ROB HEIGHT*fl
PRINT 3O,V(1,KK),KK = 1,NB)
MM 1

28 JF(MM.GT.MINT(1)) GO 10 22
21 IF(MM,GT,MINT42) GO TO 24
23 IF(MM.GT,MINT(3)) GO TO 26

GO TO 27
22 NN 1

GO TO 25
24 NN 2

GO TO 25
26 NN 3

25 NINT(MM,NN) = -0
HEIGHT(MM,NN) -0.
P(t1MNN) -0.
V(MM+1MN) -0.
AMID(MMNN -0.
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IF CM INT(l) .GE.MM.OR.MINT (2 ) .GE.MM.OR .MNT( 3) .GE .MM
GO 10 28

C DO CR SQUARE TEST
C CHISQ(A) IS CR1 SQUARE VALUE FOR AIR DATA TYPE
C PCUM(A) IS CUMULATIVE P1<OBABILITY FOR ATH DATA TYPE
C F(A,1) IS EXPECTED FREQUENCY FOR INTERVAL A FOR DA

TA TYPE B
PRINT 888,(MINT(IU),IU 1,3)

88 F0RMAU*1 NUMSER OF INTERVALS *3110)
3 00 40 lID NA.N8,NC
NUM8ER(IID 0

lIE MINT(IID)
DO 200 hF I'IIE
NUM@ER(11D) NUMBER(hID) +NINT(IIF,IID)

200 CONTINUE
XNO = NUMBERC 110)
lIE = MINT(1ID
PCUMU!D) = 0.
CHISQ(IID) -0.
00 41 lIP 1IIE
F(IIF,IID) PROBCV( IIF,iID) ,V(IIF+1,h1D),THETA,IID

LF(1IF.NE.IIE) GO TO 42
TONK = 1.-PCUMII1D)
IF(TONK.GT.F(IIF,tID)) FUIF,IID) TONK

42 CHISQ(ILD) Ch1ISQ(IJD 4(p(IJF,IID)_F(IIF,I!D))**2
/F(IIF. rIb)

PCUM(IID) = PCUMf1lD)+F(UF.IID
41 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE

C PRINT CR1 SQUARE RESULTS
00 50 JJA NA,NB,NC

XNO NUMBER(JJA)
CHISQ(JJA) CH1SQ(JJA)*XNO
IF(CHISQ(JJA) .01.9999,999) CHISQCJJA) 9999.999

IDFCJJA) MI14T(JJA) -KDF-1

0 CONTINUE
PRINT 51

5]. FORMATN1 CR1 SQUARE RESULTS*//* TIME BETWEEN STO
RMS STOR

AM DURATION STORM DEPTh*)

PRINT 52,(CHISQ(JJB) ,JJB 1,NB)

52 FORMAT(3(*CHI SQUARE =*F9,3))

PRINT 54
54 FORMAT(/* PARAMETER VALUES*)

0 55 JJD
PRINT 5o,(JJO,THETA(JJD.JJE ,JJE 1,N8)

56 PORMATC3C* THETA(*Il*) *F9.3)

55 CONTINUE
60 READ 61,IZ
61 FORMAT(12)



If(I2,NE.j} GO TO 60
READ 62THETA.KDF,NC1,STAP,IRGP

62 FORMAT(3(8F10.Q) ,2110,3F10.O,I1o)
GO TO (63,64),IRGP
E ND

FUNCTiON OEN(XTHETA,I)
DIMENSION THETA(8,3)
DEN
IF(X.EQ.0. GO TO 1

C FORNULA
C F(X.B.C) 1/GAMMA(C) * **C * X**tC3) * EXPB
C *X)
C GAMMA(C) THEIAU,I)
C B THCTA(2,IJ
C C THETA(3,I)
C I VARIABLE TYPE IDEX

OEM 1./THETM1,U THETAC2,I**THETA3aI)
A* X**tTHETA(3,I).1,) * EXP(1*THETAt2,I)*X
1 RETURN

END
FUNCTION PROB(A,B,Tt-$ETAI)

C SIMPSONS RULE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
C A AND B ARE END POINTS
C THEIA(X.Y} IS THE XTH PARAMETER FOR DATA TYPE V
C 1 iS DATA TYPE

DIMENSiON THETA(8,3)
DELTA 1O.**(-4)
OLD 1O.**1O
CONSI DEN(A,THETA, j } + DEN(3,THETA,l}
DO 1 LL 112
NINT = 2**LL-1
K = 1
SUM 0.
TOT FLOAT(NIMT}+1.0
00 2 J 1,MINT
K

FMUL 4.
IF(K..LT.0) FMUL 2

PT FLOAT(J)/TOT*(BA+A
2 SUM SUM+DEN(PT,THETA,1)*F1L

FNEW (SUM+CONSTtBA) / C 3.O1OT)

BMID tBAI/2.
AMID DEN(BMID,THETA$l)
AEND = DEMCA,THETA.I)
BEND DZN(B,THETA$I}
IFCLL.EQ.1.AND.!.EQ.') PRINT 102

102 FORMAT(*1*)
£F(LL.EQ.1 PRINT 101,I,A,AEND,eMIO,AMID,B,BENO

IOi. FORMAT(* 041 SQUARE INTERVAL MUMaER*14/

A25X*THE0RETICAL FUNCTiON VALUE/
B* LOWER BOUND x*F11.,F2Q.5/
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C* MID POINT **F11,5,F2Q.5/
* Uf'PER SOUND *F11.5,F2o.
PRINT IOO,LL,FNw,oLO

100 FORMAT(* iTERATION I3* NFW*F20.8*
IF(ABS(FNEW-0L0.LT.DELTA) GO TO 4
TAMP OLD

1 OLD FNE
OW ABS(TAMP-FNEW)
PRINT IO,TAMP,FNW,DIF,A,B,Z

10 FORMAI(///* INTEGRAL DID NOT CONVERGE*/* VALUES OF
INTEGRAL *F15.

A9*A4D*F15.9/*.DIFFEREf4([ *F159/* LOWER VALUE OF IN
TERVAL *F12,2f

B*UPPER VALUE OF INTERVAL **F12.2/* DATA TYPE *14)
4 LFFNEW.L1.1..A4D.FNEW.GT.O.)GO 105
PRINT 11,FNEW

11 FORMAT(f//* INTEGRAL IN(ORRECT*/* VALUE /F PRO8ABIL
IT? *F15.9

IF(FNEW.LE.0. FNEW z .0001
IF(FNEW.GT.1.) FNEW 1.

5 PROB FMW
RETURN
END
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VII. Program ZSIM

Purpose: To simulate summer rainfall for an input number of years.

Method of Simulation:

The program used Monte Carlo techniques to simulate 5

types of occurrence:

The beginning of the summer storms; the value of

this is from a probability distribution which is a

straight-line linear derivation from the historical

record. See Figure 5.7.

The approximate end of the storm period; the ap-

proximate end of the storm period Is selected from

a probability distribution which is a straight-line

linear derivation from the historical record. See

Figure 5.8.

Storm durations; the values for storm durations are

selected from a Welbull distribution based on the

historical data.

Storm depth; the storm depth is selected from a

Welbull distribution as follows:

Let X storm duration for a storm, and let

E(Y/X) be the expected storm depth given the

storm duration. This is estimated from the his-

torical data. It Is assumed that the percent



residuals, where:

percent residual =

E(Y/X)-Y
Y xlOO B-I.1

is distributed as Weibull distribution with param-

eters based on the historical data, Let Z be a

number selected from this Weibull distribution.

Then:

Storm depth

(1 + Z_100)
. (E (Y/X) ) B-I. 2

5. Time between storms; the value for the time between

storms is selected from a Weibull distribution based

on the historical data.

The Monte Carlo technique used is as follows:

Select a random number from the interval

(0, 1) =

If F(X) is the cumulative distribution function

for the random variable x being simulated,

then the equation F(X) R is solved for the

random variable X.

For occurrences of types 1 and 2, straight-line

linear interpolation is used. For the Weibull var-

iables equation A-V. 9 is used.
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The program simulated summer rainfall from July 1

to the end of the rainy season for an input number of

years.

Inputs:

1. Statistical parameters: The following two equations are

used to derive the Inputs:
C

- (x-a)
c xaC b

f(x, a, b, c) = -- ( b e B-I.3

and E(Y/X) = A + EX, where Y = storm depth, and X

storm duration, and A and B are the coefficients of the

historical regression equation.

Card I: Statistical parameters estimated from storm

duration data.

Col. 1-10 a, location parameter for storm duration

distribution

Col. 11-20: b, scale parameter for storm duration

distribution

Col. 2 1-30 c, shape parameter for storm duration

distribution

Card LI: Statistical parameters computed from the re-

gression analysis of storm depth on storm duration.

Col. 1-10 a, location parameter from percent re-

siduals distribution
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Col. 11-20 b, scale parameter from percent re-

siduals distribution

Col. 21-30 c, shape parameter from percent re-

siduals distribution

Col. 31-40 A, estimated from regression analysis

Col. 41-50 B, estimated from regression analysis

Card III: Statistical parameters from historical time

between storms.

Col. 1-10 a, location parameter from time between

storms distribution

Col. 11-20 b, scale parameter from time between

storms distribution

Col. 2 1-30 c, shape parameter from time between

storm distribution.

Card 4: Number of years for simulation

Col. 1-10 number of years (F format)

Cumulative distribution for start of rainy period

Card 5: Number of data points = N

Col. 1- 3 N; number of data cards following

Cards 6 - N+5; cards with x and F(x), where F(x) is

the cumulative probability distribution up to x, and x

is the number of days after July 1.

Col. 1-10 x
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Col. 11-20 F(x); probability that the starting date is

less than x days after the first of July.

4. Cumulative distribution of end of rainy period

Card N + 6: Number of data points m

Col. 1- 3 m; number of data cards following

Cards N + 6 - N rn + 5; cards withx and F(x), where

F(x) is the cumulative probability distribution up to x,

and x is the number of days before September 15.

Col. 1-10 x

Col. 11-20 F(x); probability that the ending date is

less than x days before September 15.

Outputs:

1. For each summer season:

Amount of rain by day

Total rain for each month and for summer

Storm duration, time between storms, and storm depth

for the summer

Statistics for the daily rainfall. Statistics include:

Number of observations P

Mean value of observation

Sum of observations squared, divided by P

Sum of observations cubed, divided by P

Sum of observations to the fourthpower divided by P
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First central moment

Second central moment

Third central moment

Fourth central moment

Unbiased variance estimate

Unbiased estimate of the standard deviation

Skewness

Kurtosis

Statistics for the storm duration

Statistics for storm depth

Statistics for the time between storms.

2. For the entire simulation the output is as follows:

A. Statistical parameters outputs:

Statistics for daily totals

Statistics for summer totals

Statistics for storm duration

Statistics for time between storms

Statistics for storm depth

B. Clii Square tests to compare the simulated storm dura-

tions and time between storms to their respective dis-

tribution inputs. The outputs are:

(1) Regrouped values for time between storms and

storm durations
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Chi Square values for storm duration and time

between storms compared with the input Weibull

distributions.

The input Wethull distribution parameters.

C. A regression analysis of simulated storm depth and

simulated storm duration is made. The outputs are:

Best regression line fit

Confidence intervals for regression line param-

eters

Confidence intervals around the regression line

Correlation coefficient

Percent residuals about regression line

D. Chi Square tests to compare simulated residuals with

the Weibull distribution Input. The outputs are:

Regrouped values of percent residuals

CM Square values for percent residuals

Input Weibull parameters for percent residuals.



Flow Chart for Program ZSIM
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V
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Select a time
between storms



Select a
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ZSIM,CM60000,T500 'BN68300337.
MODEl.
RLJN(5,,,,, ,i000000)
LGO.

DIMENSION STSTAT(8),RASTA1(,DRSTAT(8)
AaDARAJN(150),STORM(5C)O),RAIN(500),DRy(500)
B STATDA( 15 ,STATRA (15) .sTArck 15) ,STATST 1
C'DACUM(15),YRCUM(15,STCUM(15),RACUM(15) ,DRCUM(

15)
D,YR( 15)

E,CDR(2000),CST(2300,CkA200U,Q2000,3),NSUB(3)
F.RESID( 15)
DIMENSION STX20) ,STY(20) ,ENX(20) ENYt20)
EQUiVALENCE (Q(1,1),CDR(1)),(Q(1,2) ,CSTCl)),(0t13)

,CRA(1))
A,(NSUB(1),NDR),(NSLJB(2),NST) '(NSUE3(3) ,NRA)

300 CONTINUE
DO 138 I 1,3
NXZ(I) 0

138 CONTINUE
READ 1,STSIAT,RASTAT,DRSTAT

1 FORMAT(BF1O.0)
READ 1,YEARS
READ 90,NSTARI

90 FORMAT(13)
READ 91,(STX(I),STY(I)'I 1,NSTART

91 FORMAIt2FIO.0)
READ 90,NEND
READ91,(ENX(I),ENY(I),I = 1,NEND)
PRINT 98,NSTART,NEND
PRINT 99,STX,STY,ENX,ENY

9 FORMAT(I10)
99 F0RMA1(10F10.5

DC) 5 1 1.15
DACUMtI) 0.

YRCUM(I) 0.

STCUM(I} 0.

RACUM( I 0.

DRCUM(I) 0.

5 CONTI!4UE
YEAR 1.
NSTO
NRA = 0
NOR 0

3 CONTINUE
DATIME 0.

TiME
00 4 1 1,500
STORM(I) 0.

RAIN(I 0.
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DRYU) 0.
DARAINU) 0.

4 CONTIMUEN1
Z RANF(0.)
TIME = FIND(STX,sTy,z,NsTART )* 1440.
PRiNT 99,TIMEZ

92 CONTINUE
Z RANF(C.)
ENOX FND(ENX,ENy,Z,NEN0)*1440.
PRINT 9.ENDX,Z
IF(ENDX,LTTIM) GO TO 92

10 CONTINUE
Z RANF(O.)
STOR(N) = STSTAU j)+SITAT(2)*(1.*ALO(j.z))**(1

./SISTAT(3))
NST NST+1
CSI(NST) STORM(N)
PHINT 120,Z,STORM(N)N
LF((STORM(N)+TIME).GT.1500).) STORMIN) = 15O0O0.T

IME
2 RANF(D,)
Z = RASTAT1)+RASTAT2*11,*ALQG(1._Z) )**(1./RASTA

T(3))
Z. (Z-100.)/100.
STM STORM(N)
RAIN(N) U.+Z)*UASTAT(4)+RASTAT(5)*STORtl(N))
NRA NRA+1
CRA(NRA) RAININ)
PRINT 120sZ,RAIN(N),N
AVGRA RAIN(N)/STORM(N)

8 IF(5TM.LE.U'+40.DA TIME)) 60107
INDEX IFIX(TIME/144O.i
DARAINC INDEX) DARAINUNDEX)+AVGRA*U440.DA TIME)
TIME = TIME+C1440.DA TIME)
STM StMC1440.-DA TIME)
DA TIME 0.
GO TO 8

7 CONTINUE
INDEX IFIXtTLME/1440.)+l
DARAINC INDEX I DARAIN( INDEX+AVGRASTM
DA TIME = DATIME+STM
TIME TIME+STM
iFTIME.GE.EN0X) GO TO 100

6 CONTiNUE
Z RANF(0.)
j)YN) = DRSTAT(1)+DR5TAT(2)*(1.*AL0G1.Z) **(j/

*** DRSTAT(3))
NOR = NDR+1
CDR(NOR) = ORY(N)
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PRINT12O,Z,DRYf N) .N
1F(CDRY(N+TIME).GT.13oO0,) DIY(NJ 150000.TIME

12 FORMAT(2F20.5,Ilo)
TIME = TlME+DRY(N
ITIME tIFIX(TI1E) /1440)*1440
DATIME TIMEFLOATCITIME)
IF(T.IME.GE.EMDX,) GO TO 95
N N+1
GO TO 10

95 CONTINUE
PROP = 10(TIMEENDX/STORM(N)
Z RANF(O.)
1FCZ.LE.PROP) GO TO 10

100 CONTiNUE
TIME AMAX1TIM[,11Qs60,)

IFIX(TIME/1440.)+1
CALL STAT(DARAIN,STATDA,INDEX2)
IYR YEAR
PRINT 11,IYR

11 FORMAT(*1 RESULTS FOR YEAR NUM8ER*I7}
PRINT 12,4 I,ARAIN(I) ,I 1,31)

12 FORMAT(/* RESULTS FOR JULY*/* DAY NUMBER
RAINFALL*/(111,

AF1o.5 ))
SAM SUM(DARAIN,1,31)
PRINT 130,SAM

130 FORMATC* TOTAL RAINFALL FOR MONTH *F9.5)
131 FORMAT(* TOTAL RAINFALL FOR UiMER *F9.5)

PRINT 11,IYR
PRINT 13,U,DARAIN(I+31),I 1.31)

13 FORMAT(* RESULTS FOR AUGUST*/* DAY NUMBER
RAINFALL*/( 11,1

AF16.5 ))
SAM SUM(DARA!N,32,62)
PRINT 130,SAM
PRiNT I1cIYR
IN INDEX-62
PRINT 14,(I,DARAIN(I+62),I 1,IN)

14 FORMAI(* RESULTS FOR SEPTEMBER*/* DAY NUMBER
RAINFALL*/{

Al11,F16.5 H
SAM = SUM(DARAIN,63,INDEX)
PRINT 130,SAM
SAM = SUM(DARAIN,1,INDEX)
PRINT 131,SAM
PRINT 11.,IYR
PRINT 15

15 FORMAT(/*STATISTICS FOR DAILY TOIALS*)
PRINT 16,(STATDA(I),I 1,13)

16 FORMAT(* NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS *F70.5/
SUM OF X / N *F20.5/
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PRINT 11,IYR.
PRINT 17,(STORtl(I),DRY(I),RAINtI),I 1gN)

17 FORMATI/* STORM PATTERNS FOR SUMMER*/* STORM
DURATION TI

AME BETWEEN STORMS STORM DEPTH*/(F11.5,F22,5,F19
.6/))

(ALL STAT (STORM STAT5T,N,1)
CALL STAT(DRY,.STATDR,N,1)
CALL STAI(RAIN,STATRA,N,1)
YR(1) = STATOA(2)*STATDA(1)
CALL STAT(YR,YR,1,2)
DACUM(1) DACUM(1)+STATDA(1)
RACUM(1) = RACUM(1)+STATRA(1)
DRCUM(1) DRCUM(1)+STATDR(1)
STCUM(1) STCUM(1)+STATST(1)
YRCUM(1) YRCUM(1)+1.
00 101 1 2,5
DACUMCI) c DACUM(I)+1ATDA( I )*STATDA(1)
RACUM( I) RACUMI I)+STATRAU )*S1ATRA(U
DRCUM(13 =
STCUM(I) STCUM(I)+STATST(I)*STATST(1)
YRCUM(I) YRCUM(I)+YR(I)

101 CONTINUE
PRINT1I,IYR
PRiNT 18

18 FORt4AT(* STATISTICS FOR STORM DURATION*)
PRINT 16,(STATST(I),I 1,13)

PRINT 19
19 FORMAT(*STATISTICS FOR TIME 8ETWEEN STQRMS*)

PRINT 16,(STATDR(L) ,i 1,13)

PRINT 20
20 FORMAT(*STATISTICS FOR STORM DEPTH*)

PRINT 16,(STATRA(l)1 1,13)

IF(YEAR.E.YEAR5 GO 10 200
YEAR = ThAR+1.
GO TO 3

200 CONTINUE
NF = IFIX(DRCUM(1)1
CALLSTAT (STORM pORCUM ,NF , 3)

IFIX(STCUM(1))
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SUM OF XSQUAREO / N *F20.5/
SUM OF XCUBEI) / N *F20.5/
SUM OF XFORTH / N *F20.51
FIRST CENTRAL MOMENT *F05/

SECOND CENTRAL MO1ENT *F20.5/
THIRD CENTRAL MOMENT *F20.51
FORTH CENTRAL MOt1ENT *F20,5/

VARIANCENJNBIASEC) *F20./
K* STANDARD DEVIATION(UMBIASED) *F20,5/

SKEWNESS *F20,5/
KtJRTOSIS *F20.5)



CALL STAT(STORM,STCUM,NF,3)
NF IFIX(YEARS)
CALL STAT(STORMiYRCUM,NFr,3)
NF lFIX(RACU;4Ci
CALL STAT(STORM,RACUP,NF,3)

IFIX(DACUM(1)
CALL STAT(STORt,[)ACUM,NF,3)
PRINT 21

21 FORMAfl*1 RESULTS FOR ENTIRE SIMULATION*)
PRINT 1
PRINTIÔ,(DACUM(1),j 1l3)
PRINT 18
PRINT 16,(STCUM(I),I = 1,13)
PRINT 19
PRINT 16,(DRCUMU) ,t 1,13)
PRINT 20
PRINT 16,(RACUM(I),I 1,13)
PRINT 21
PRINT 22

22 FORMAT* STATISTICS FOR YEARLY RAINFALL TOTALS*)
PRINT 16,(YRCUM(I),I 1,L3)
NC 1

NB 2

NA 1

CALLCHISO(Q,NSUB,NA,NB INC)
CALL REGR(CST,CPA,NRA)
CALL STAT(CRA,RESID,NPA,2)
PRINT 21
PRINT 80

80 FORMAT(* STATISTICS FOR RESIDUALS*)
PRINT 16,(RESID(I) ii 1,13)

NA = 3

NB 3

NC1
CALL cHISQ(O,NSUB,NA,MB,NC)
GO TO 300
END
SUBROUTINE STAT(X,OUT,M,JGO)
DIMENSION X(100fl,OtJT20),XMU(1O)NM
GO TO iicO,1O1,102),JG°

100 CONTINUE
KO 0

00 103 JX = 1,M
IF(X(JX.LE.0. GO TO 103
KOKO+1
X(KO) X(JX)

103 CONTINUE
M KO

101 CONTINUE
AM FLOAT(M)
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C SET SUM VALUE5 TO ZERO
SUMX
SXSO 0.
SUMXCU = 0.
SUMXFO 0.
XMU(1) 0.
XBAR 0.

C COMPUTE SUM OF X(SUMX AND SUM OF Y(SUMY)
C COMPUTE SUM OF X SQUARE(SXSQ AND Y SQUARE(SYSQ)
C COMPUTE MEAN OF X(XBAR) AND Y(YBAR)

DO 4 1 = 1,M
SUMX SUMX+XU)
SXSQ = 5XSQ+X(1)*x(l)
SUMXCU SUMXCU+X(I)*3
S(JMXFO = UMXFO+X(J)*4

4 CONTINUE
106 CONTiNUE

XBAR SUMX/FLOAT(M}
XMU(2) = SXSQ/AMLSUMx/AM,**2
XMU( 34 SUMXCU/AM-3.*UMX/AM*SXSc/AM2 .*(SUMx/AM)*

*3
XMU(4)

A3 .* ( SUMX/ AM ) *4
XSD SQRTCAM/AM1.)*XMU(2))
XVAR XSD**2
XSKEW XMUI3)/XMU(2)**1.5
XKURT XMW4)/XMU(2)**2
OUT(1) AM
OUfl2) = XBAR.
OUT3} = SXSQ/AM
OUT(4) SUMXCU/AM
CUT(5) StJMXFO/AM
OUT6} XMU(1
OUT(7) a XMU(2)
OUT(8) XM'J(3)
OUT(9) XMtJ(4)
OUT(1O) = XVAR
OUT(11) XSD
OUTC12) XSKEW
OUT(13) XKURT
M = N

GO TO 10
102 CONTINUE

AM M
SUMX OUT2
SXSQ = OUT(3)
SUMXCU OUT(4
SUMXFO = OUT(5
GO TO 106

105 RETURN
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END
SUBROUTINE CH1SQ(X,Nx,Np,N3,N)
DIMENSION THETA(8,3),STAp(3)

A,NX(3),Z(3),X(2000,3)
BMINT(3),V(1O1,3),NlNT(10O,3)
C,P(100,3),HEIGt-jT(100,3)
D,AMID1Q0,3),PCuM(3),C-1I5Q(3)
E,F( 100i3)
FIDF (3
G,NUMBER(3)

C READ IN PARAMETER VALUES THETA
C MINIMUM OBSERVATIONS IN EACH INTERVAL AND BASIC INTE
C RVAL LENGTHS
C READ IN PARAFETERS NU8ER OF iNDEPENDENT PARAMETER
C S ESTIMATED

205 FORMAT(1OF1O.3)
20 FORMAT(1OI1OJ

READ 2,KDF,NCI,(5TAP(I1),IT1,3),((THETA(I,J),I
1,8),J 1,3,)

2 FORMAT(2110,3F10.Q/(BF1O.Q))
IF(NB.LT.3 GO TO 842
K NX(3)
00 1 1,K
XCX,3)X(I,31+130.

4 CONTiNUE
842 CONTINUE

C ORDER DATA
00 8 M NAsNB,NC
N NX(M)
II = I

XMIN X(Il,M)
9 00 10 JJ II,N

IF(XMIN,LT.X(JJ,M)) GO 1010
TEMP = XMIN
XMIN X(JJ,M)
X(JJ,M) TEMP

10 CONTINUE
X(II,M) = XMIN
II 11+1
XMIN XUI,M
IF(I!.LT,N GO 10 9

8 CONTINUE

C NA B) IS PROBABILITY FOB INTERVAL (A,B)

C NINt(A5) IS THE NUMEER OF OBSERVATIONS IN INTERVAL

C
A

C FOR DATA TYPE B
c p(A,B) 15 PROBABILITY IN INTERVAL A

C FOR DATA TYPE B

c
HEIGHT(A,B) IS THE HEIGHT OF HISTOGRAM BLOCKA

C FOR DATA TYPE B
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V(A,S) AND V(A+1,B ARE END P15 OF INTERVAL
C FOR DATA TYPE B
C AMIO(A,3) 15 ThE MIDPOINT OF INTERVAL A
C FOR DATA TYPE B

64 CONTINUE
00 100 IP 1,3
MINT(IP) -C)
DO 100 JP 1,100
V(JP,JP) m

100 CONTINUE
00 11 KK NANB,t'4C
STEP = STAP(KKI
AENO 1.5*STEP
BEGIN 0.
LL 1

TNT = I

15 MUM 0

13 IF(LL,EQ,(Mx(KK)+1)) GO 10 16
201 F0RiAT1I20)

lF(X(LL,KK..GT.AEND) GO 1012
MUM
LL = LL+1
GO TO 13

12 IF(NUML1.MCI) GO TO 14
NINT(TNT,KK) = NUM
P(INT,KK) FLOATLNU1)/FLOAT(NX(KK}
HEIGHT( INT,KK) PC INT,KK)/AEND-SEGIN)
V(INT+1,KK) AEND
INT = INT1
BEGIN AEND
AEND AEND +STEP
GO TO 1

14 AEND AEND+STEP
GO TO 13

16 IF(NUM.GT.10) GO TO 17
BEGiN V(INT-1,KK}
TNT = INT-1
NUM NUM+NINT(INT,KK)

17 P(INT,KK) = FLOAT(NUM)/FLOAI(NXCKK))
HEZGHT( NT,KK) P( INI,KK)/CAEMD8EGIN)
V(INT+1.KK1 = AEND
NINT(INT,KK) = NUM
MINT(KK) INT

PRINT 206,MINT
11 CONTINUE

C EVALUATE MIDPOINTS
00 18 KKA NA,NB,NC
KKB MINT(KKA1
00 19 KKC = 1,KKB
AMID(KKC,KKA V(KKC,KKA)+.5*(VCKKC+1 ,KKA)-VCKKC,K

KAI)
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19 CONTINUE
18 CONTINUE

C PRINT GROUPED DATA
PRINT 20

20 FORMAT(*1CHI SQUARE TESTS*//13X*$1ORM DURATJON*23X*
TiME BETWEEN ST

XORMS*16x*STORM DEPTH*//3* END PT MW PT NUMB P

ROB HE!GHT*))
PRINT 3O,(V1,KK),KK i,NB)
MM 1

28 IF(MM.GT.MINT(1)) GO IL) 22
21 IF(PIM,GT.M1NT(2)) GO 10 24
23 IF(NM.T.MlNT(3)) GO 10 26

GO TO 27
22 NN = 1

GO 10 25
24 NN 2

GO TO 25
26 NN 3

25 NINT(MM,NN) o
HEIGHT(MM,NN) 0.
P(MM,NN) 0.
VMM+1,NN) O.
AMID(MM,NN) = 0.
GO TO (21,23,27),NN

27 CONTINUE
PRINT 31,(AM1D(MM,LIA),NINT(MM,IIA) .P(MM.IIA) ,i-IEIGH

T(MM.IIA),IIA =
A1,3),V(MM+1,1IIf3),IIt31,Nb)

30 FORMAT(2(F10.1.26X) ,F1U.3)
31 FORMAT(2(6X,F1O..3,14,F8.5,F8.6),6X,F10.3,14,F8.5,F

5,4/
A2(F1O.3,26X),F1O.3)
MM = MM+3.
IF(MINT(1).GE.MM.OR,MINT(2)4GE.M1.0R.M!NT(3).GE.t1)

GO TO 28
C DO CH SQUARE TEST
C ChISQ(A IS (HI SQUARE VALUE FOR ATH DATA TYPE
C PCUM(A) IS Cu1ULATIVE PROBABILITY FOR ATH DATA TYPE
C F(A,3) IS EXPECTED FREQUENCY FOR INTERVAL A FOR DA

C
TA TYPE B

PRINT 888,IMINTCIU),IU 1,3)

888 FORMAT(*1 NUMBER OF INTERVALS *3110)

C.3 DO £0 lID NA,NB,NC
NUMBER(11D1 0

lIE MINTUID
DO 200 hF = 1IlE
NUMBER(IID = NUMBER(IIO +NItrHIIF,IID

200 CONTINUE
XNO NUMBERU!D)
lIE M1NTCIID.
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PCUM(IID) = 0.
CHISQUID) -0.
00 41 11F 1,IIE
F(IIF,IID) = PROe(v( IIF,IID) 'V(IIF+j,jID),THET,!Io

IF(IIF.NE.IIE) GO TO 42
TONK 1.-.PCUM(IID)
JF(TONK.GT.F(IIF,IID)} F(UF,lID) TONK

42 CHZSQ(IIL)) CHISQ(110 +(P(1IF,!ID).F(11f,11U))**2*** /F(IIF,UD)
PCLJM( I ID) PCUM( I lD)+F( ZIP. I ID)

41 CONTINUE
40 CONTiNUE

C PRINT (HI SQUARE RESULTS
DO 50 JJA NA,NB,NC

XNO NUMBER(JJA)
CHISQJJA) CHISQ(JJA)*XNO
IF(CHISQ(JJA) GT.9999.999) CHISQJJA) 999.999
IDF(JJA) MINT(JJAI -KDF-1

50 CONTINUE
PRINT 51

51 FORMAT(*1 CH SQUARE RESULTS*//* TIME BETWEEN 510
RMS STOR

AM DURATION STORM DEPTH*
PRINT 52,(CHJSQ(JJ8) ,JJI3 = 1,NB)

52 FORMAT(3(*G1I SQUARE =*F9,3))
PRINT 54

54 FORMAT(/* PARAMETER VALUES*)
DO 55 JJD 18
PRINT 56,(JJD,THEIA(JJD,JJE) .JJE 1NB)

56 FORMAT(3(*THETA(*11*) =*F9.3))
55 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
FUNCTION PROB(A,B,THETA,I)
DIMENSION 1HEiA8,3)
PROE3 0.
IF(B,LT.THETA(1.I)1 GO TO 1
IE(A.LT.THETA4I,I)) A THE:TAU,x)
PROB = EXP(_1.*( CA-THE1 A( 1,1)1 /THETA( 2,1) )**THETA(3

.1))

A - EXPC-1.*( (B-THETAtI,I ) )/THEIA(2,I) )**THETA(3
'I))

1 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUbROUTINE REGR(X,Y,M)
DIMENSION CONF(8},1(8)

A ,X(205O),Y(2050
a ,CA.(8,2),PTCI(10)
C CIX(1O),CIRLP(8,1O),CIRLM(S,10)
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0 CO(8.2)
E.KTEST (2s20)
DIMENSION XMU(10},YMU(1o)

C SET TAI3LE POiNTS
AM M
COMF( 1) .50
CONF(2) .8
CONF(3) .9
CONF(4i = .95
C0NF() .98
CONF(6) .99
CONF(7 ) = .998
CONF(8) = .999
1(1) .674
1(2) = 1.282
1(3) = 1.645
1(4) 1.96
1(5 ) 2.326
1(6) 2.576
1(7) = 3,09
1(8) 3.991

C READ IN DATA
C SET SUM VALUES TO ZERO

SUMX 0.
SUMY = 0,
SUMXY 0.
SXSQ = 0.
SYSQ=O.
SUP4XCU 0.

SU4YCU 0.
SUMXFO C.

SUMYFO 0.
XMU(1) 0.
YMU(1) 0.
XI3AR 0.
YBAR = 0.

C COMPUTE SUM OF X(SUMX) AND SUM OF Y(SUMY)
C COMPUTE SUM OF X SQUAfE(SXSQ) AND V SQUARECSYSO)
C COMPUTE MEAN OF x(xBAR) AND Y(YAR)

00 4 1 1,M
IF(X(I).EQ.0..0R.Y(1).EQ.) GO TO 1000

SUMX SUMX+X(I)
SUMY SUMYY(1)
SUMXY SUMXY+XU3*Y(I)
SXSQ SXSQ+X(I)*X(I)
SI.JMXCU $UMXCU+X(t)**3
SUMYCU SIJMYCU+Y(T)**3
5UMXFO SUMXFO+XC1)**4
SUf4YFO = SUMYFO+YU)**4

4 SYSQ = SYSQ+Y(I)*Y(1)
XOAR SUMX/FLOAT(M)
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YBAR = SUMY/FLOATU.4)
XMUC2) SXSQ/AM(SUMX/AM)**2
YMU2) SYSQ/AM(SUMY/AM)**2
XMU( 3) SUMXCU/AM_3*SUMX/AM*SXSQ/AM+2e*(SUMX/At4)*

*3
YMU(S) =

*3
XMU(4) = SUMXFO/AM4.*bUMX/AM*5UMXCU/AM+6.*(SUMXJAM

)**2*SxsQ/AM
A3.*(SUMX/AM)**4
YMU(4)

)**2*SYSQ/AM
A-3.*(SUMY/AM)**4
XSD SQRT(XMU(2))
YSD SQRT(Yt1U(2})
XSKLW XMU(3)/XMtJ(2)**1.5
YSKEW YMU(3)/YMu2)**1.5
XKURT XMU(4)/XMU(2)**2
YKURT YMU(4)/YMU(2)**2

C SOLVE FOR REGRESSION CURVE''' Y A+8*X
B (AM*SUMXYSUMx*SUMY ) / (AM*SXSQ.SUMX*SUMX,
A YBARB*X6AR

C GET ESTIMATE OF 510 DEVIATION ABOUT REGRESSION CURVE
SUM 0.
DO 5 I 1,M
SUM SUM+(Y(IAB*X(I))**2

5 CONTINUE
S SQRT(SUM/(AM-2.))

C CONSTRUCT CONFIDE?LCE INTERVALS FOR A AND B
DO 60 1 1,8
ZB (T(I)*S)/SQRTfSXSAM*XBAR*XL3AR)
ZA T(I)*S*5QRT(1./AM+(XAR*XSAR/(SXSQAM*X3AR*XB

AR))
CA(f,1) = A+ZA
CACI,2) AZA
CBU,1) B+ZB

60 C13L1,2) BZ3
C CONSTRUCT CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ABOUT REGRESSION CURV
C *** E

XMIN = xu)
XMAX X(1)
00 7 1 = laM
XMIN AMIN1IXMIN,X(1))
X'1AX = AMAX1(XMAX,XCL))

7 CONTINUE
STEP = XMAX/9.
BEGIN 0.
NXNT = 10
00 10 J 1.10
PTCI(J) A+B*(BEGIN)
CIX(J) = BEGIN



DO 11 I =
ZX SQRT(1/AM+(BEGINXbAR)**2/(SXSQ_AM*X3AR*XBAR,

A *1(1)
CIRLP U,J) P'rcicj +x*
CIRLM(I.J) PTCI(J)ZX*5

11 CONTINUE
10 BEGIN BEGIN+STEp

C COMPUTE CORRELATION COEFFI(JENT'°R
ANUM = SUMXYSUMX*SUMY/AM
DENOM SORT( (SXSOAM*XBAR*XBAFU*(SYSU_AM*YBAR*YBAR

R ANUP.i/DEt4o?.4

C PRINT RESULTS
C REGRESSION CURVE
C CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
C CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR PARAMETERS
C CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR REGRESSION CURVE

PRINT 50
50 FORMAU*1 RESULTS OF REGRESSiON ANALYSIS*)

PRINT 51,A.B
51 FORMAT(/I* BEST LINEAR FI1*/* REGRESSION EQUATIO N

A *E8.*X*)
PRINT 55,R

55 FORMAT(/* CORRELATION COEFFICIENT ''R *F7.5)
PRINT 52,(CONF( I1,CA(1 ,1),CA(1 ,2) ,CB( 1,1) ,CB(I,2)sI

= 1,8)
52 FORNAT(/,,,*1CONFIDE.NCE INTERVALS FOR A AND 3*/* CON

FIDENCE LEVEL
A UPPER BOUND A L0ER BOUND A UPPER. BOUND B

LOWER BOUND b*/
C(F17.4,F18.4,F15.4,Fle.4,F15.4/)

C PRINT OUT CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ABOUT REGRESSION CURV
C E

DO 54 1 13
PRINT 53,CONFtl),(CIRLP(1,J),J = 1,1O),(PICILJ),J

1s10),(CIRLMU
A,J),J 1,lC),(CIX(J). 1,10)

53 FORMAT(*1CONFIDENCE LIMITS ABOUT REGRESSION LINE*//
/* CONFiDENCE L

AEVEL = *F7.5//* upp BOUND OF CONF *10F9.4/* FITTE
D Y VALuE *

BIOF9.4/* LOWER BOUND OF CONF*10F9.4/* ACTUAL X VALU
ES *10F9,4)

54 CONTINUE
C3MPUTE RESIDUALS

DO 3000 1 =

RESID = (Y(IA+B*X( IHI(A+8*X(I))*100,
YCI) = RESID
IFII.EQ.1) PRINT 3001
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3001 FORMAT(*1 VARiATE NUMBER X VALUE V VALUE
RESIDUAL*)

PRINT3OO2,IXU)9YU),RESID
3002 FQRMAT( 111 F17.2,2F12.)
3000 CONTINUE
1000 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
FUNCTION SUM(XN,M)
DIMENSION X(1)
SUM 0.
DO I I

SUM SUM+xU)
1 CONTiNUE
RETURN
END
FUNCTION FIND(X,Y,Z,N)
DIMENSION Xi),Y(1;
00 1 j

IFZ.GT,Y(I)) (30 TO 1
GO 10 2

1 CONTINUE
2 CONTINUE

IF(L.EQ.1) GO TO
I 1-1
FIND I 1+(X( 1+1 )-X( I) )*CZ-Y1 1) )/(Y( 1+1 )-Y( 1)

GO TO '+
3 IND
4 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
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